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Buckner performs
Saturday as part
of Lovett Live's
ongoing series

Maps Available September 16

Cherokee Park renovation celebrated
Governor: Facility will preserve
African American history and
be an attraction for Kenlake

By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
The stereotypical touring
setup for musicians generally
includes a tractor-trailer - or at
least a van - full of guitars,
drums, amplifiers and other
equipment. a few roadies and a
lot of perks.
But, as with the kinds of songs
he writes and perforrns, Richard
Buckner is not your standardissue musician. Local audiences
will have a chance to hear the
country-folk singer-songwriter
on Saturday when he performs
at 8 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium.
The concert is part of the Lovett
Live Onstage series, which
means thc audience will be seated at couches, chairs and tables
on-stage for an intimate musical
experience.
Buckner was waiting for his
pickup truck to be fixed as he
spoke on the phone last Friday
afternoon near where he was
scheduled to perform at the
Hopscotch Music Festival in
Raleigh. N.C. He said his touring schedule can be a bit hectic
and he has only hirnself to rely
on. Most nights after a show, he
gets back to where he is staying
at about 2 or 3 a.m., and then
it's on to the next gig early. the
next morning. He said it's just

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
herokee Park opened in
1951 as a park for
African Americans in a
segregated nation. but yesterday it stood for much more.
After years of restoration
etTorts, portions of the old park
in Aurora near Kenlake State
Resort Park were dedicated
Thursday in a ceremony that
included Kentucky Gov. Steve
Beshear and approximately
100 attendees.
-We are writing a new chapter in this facility's history,"
Beshear said. "It will become
another attraction for Kenlake
and preserve African American
history and park history. Places
like Cherokee make sure we

C

don't forget our history."
The ceremony was held on
an old concrete pavilion overlooking Kentucky Lake. Gerry
van der Meer,commissioner of
the Department of Perks,
emceed the event and spoke of
how important Cherokee Park
is to the park legacy. He said
while the reason the park existed in the first place was for
segregation, the restoration
represents hope that people can
cross the divide of what has
separated them in the past to
reach a better understanding.
In addition to Beshear and
van der Meer. many other
speakers were present, includ-

MI See Page 3A
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Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear, front row, third from right. was among state and local dignitaries present in Aurora Wednesday to dedicate a portion of Cherokee Park. After hearing from
vanous speakers about the park's history and restoration, a ribbon cutting was held in front of
Richard H. Lewis Lodge.
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Thursday...Partly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 80s.
night...Mostly
Thursday
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the mid 60s.
Friday...Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
Highs in the lower 80s.
Friday night.. Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 60s.
Saturday...Mostly
clear.
Highs in the upper 80s.
Saturday night...Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 60s..
Sunday...Mostly clear. Highs
in the upper 80s.

Combine Fire
ER LOUGH i L

Above, a firefighter with the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad brings his hose around to spray the back end of an
International combine that caught fire near Locust Grove
Road late Wednesday morning. Bobby Spiceland, right, said
he was harvesting a field of soybeans when his combine
caught fire. He was able to escape safely, and the fire was
put out before it could spread into the field of soybeans.

By TOM BF-RRY
Stati Writer
Two Calloway County men
charged in separate cases of
murder and rape are scheduled
for hearings Friday in Calloway
County Circuit Court.
Michael S. Lynch. 28, of
Poplar Street is scheduled for a
competency hearing at 11 a.m.
in connection with a charge of
murder in the death of Carl
Douglas McGowan in October
2009. He was indicted by a
Calloway County grand jury on
the charge.
McGowan's body was found
near the intersection of Ky. 280
and Douglas Road near New
Concord. Calloway County
Sheriff's Office officials said an
autopsy
performed
in
Madisonville showed that
McGowan's death was a homicide caused by biunt force trauma. CCSO officials say they
believe the crime happened at
the intersection where the body
was found and that Lynch
allegedly assaulted McGowan.
Competency hearings are

•See Page 3A
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Lt. Gov. Mongiardo
to visit Calloway
courthouse today
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By TONI BERRY
Staff Writer
Lt.
Gov.
Daniel
Mongiardo visited Murray
this morning in a sweep of
western Kentucky' counties.
According to a news release
from Mongiardo's office he
is scheduled to meet with

•See Page 3A
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`Taste of the Arts' to benefit MSU scholarships
Special to the ledger
students displaying their talFor those with even a small ents will compliment a silent
appreciation for the Arts, this auction. wine tasting, delecyear's second "A Taste of the table dining and a live auction.
Arts" dinner and auction event
Items up for bid will include
will once again offer a unique amazing vacation opportuniexperience intended to capti- ties at exclusive RCI Vacation
vate guests and raise funds to Resorts around the world.
benefit student scholarships in paintings from Don Kennedy
the arts at Murray State (an MSU alum and nationally
University.
recognized artist). an event
Music performances from package to the CMA Awards
classical to jazz, student and Rehearsal in Nashville, wine
faculty art work, and theatre baskets. Fish With a Pro frcm

FLW,
an
autographed
Indianapolis Colts football.
local art work, and many more
one-of-a-kind items and experiences!
Ted Brown. dean of the
College of Humanities and
Fine Ans, said the event is a
fun and creative way to raise
money for student scholarships.
"Last year, the event was
attended by 120 guests who
bid on 70 auction packages
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that collected close to S15,000
worth of scholarship support,"
Brown said. "The silent auction packages included items
from a variety of vendors such
as gift baskets from the MSU
Bookstore, art from MSU students. certificates and merchandise from local vendors
and event packages of Dutch
lunches with MSU coaches."
Although the event was fun
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III Scholarships...
From Front
for all ages, Brown said the
focus was on the students and
their needs as they work toward
finishing a degree at Murray.
State.
David Balthrop. chairnian of
the Depanment of Theatre said.
"The Taste of the Arts event is
important to our students
because the financial need for
scholarship assistance continues
to rise annually. As funding
from the Commonwealth falls.
and as the economy continues to
move slowly towards recovery,
students are in dire need of
assistance to reach for their
goals."
Balthrop said his students are
excited about entertaining bidders at the annual event for such
a great cause.
"Our students and faculty are
thrilled to be involved with this
event." Balthrop said. "It is usually not too difficult to get theatre folks to showcase their talents! And to be able to promote
the theatre and meet others
interested in doing. the same
KYSER LOUGH Ledger 8 Times thing is a great way to spend an
Three unidentified people walk the former site of the beach at evening."
The Theatre Depanment welCherokee Park Wednesday on Kentucky Lake, with a view of
comes MSU alumna, Chrishell
the U.S. 68/KY 60 Eggner's Ferry Bridge in the background.
Stause. star of "All My.
Children" and 2003 graduate of
theatre to "Taste of the Arts."
Richard Dougherty. chairman
of the Department of An. said
hcacli area restored.
From Front
the funds received from the aucSome renovation has already
mg sonie people who reflected been completed. including the tion will help Murray State
on coming to Cherokee Park as old dining hall, which is now actively recruit even more tala child. Marshall County Judge- named the Richard H. Lewis ented students.
"The scholarships that we get
Executive Mike Miller spoke on Lodge. The site of a pavilion has
from the Taste of the Arts
the process of initially rediscovbeen cleared and now features a
Auction help in the very comering the property and realizing
lake view after extensive brush
petitive recruiting field of
it was an "untapped beautiful
clearing on site. The park was
Visual Art & Design programs,"
resource." It was leased from
placed on the National Register Dougherty said. "Many of our
the state and sat dormant for
Historic Places in 1999. students come from family
many years until it was cleaned of
opened in 1951, the
Originally
up and used by the rowing team
at Murray State University. for a park included a bathhouse,
few years. The process then beach and cottages and closed in
began on restoring Cherokee the 1960s with desegregation. A
From Front
Park for use as part of Kenlake. group called "Friends of
Miller said there was still a lot Cherokee State Park" have been
closed to the public. Lynch
of work to be done on the prop- working for many years to get
remains in Calloway County
erty, and he would like to see the the park renovated.
Jail.
David. West,
Also William
.
.
56, DexteCwhols-charged with
first-degree rape. first-degree
unlawful imprisonment and
From Front
being a convicted felon in possession of a firearm. is schedhim. his truck, three guitars and
uled to appear for motions in
maybe a keyboard. On the last
the case at 10 a.m. A trial for
tour, he carried seven or eight
West was scheduled to begin
guitars, but he decided it was
Tuesday. but was delayed.
more than he needed and that he
Also scheduled for action is the
should pare it down this time
case of Commonwealth vs. Mark
around.
Alan Turner. Turner, 40, of Calvert
Buckner has released eight critiCity. Turner is charged with firstcally. acclaimed albums since his
degree sexual abuse and three
1994 debut. "Bloomed." This
counts of first-degree sodomy
includes "Richard Buckner" in
involving a victim under 12 years
1996, "Devotion + Doubt" in 1997,
of age. Motions are expected in the
"Since" in 1998. "The Hill" in
case.
2000, "Impasse" in 2(X/2. "Dents
The court's docket is subject
and Shells'.in 2004 and "Meadow"
to change and the accused may
in 2006.
Buckner
or may not appear in court.
Lately, Buckner has been working
Individuals facing charges are
on a new record, which he hopes to ducive to songwnting. He said he
presumed innocent until proven
release early' next year. He said he often likes to look out his window
had been recording the songs in his while he writes. That doesn't mean
home studio in New York's Catskill there haven't been a couple of
Mountains - about halfway unforeseen problems. though.
between Albany and Poughkeepsie
Buckner said the sound of the
NOTICE
- but ran out of time before the tour new album should be interesting.
State
• The
Munay
was scheduled to begin earlier this partly because he decided to a‘oid
month. When he retums home. he any regularly-tuned six-string gui- University Board of Regents
will meet Friday in the Jesse
will tinker with it a bit more and tars. He said he used a lot of tenor
Stuart Room on the second
J.D.
turn it over to his producer.
guitars, which have four strings
floor of the Pogue Library.
Foster. who has worked with artists Since this was a x ay of working he Committee meetings will
like Dwight Yoakarn and T-Bone wasn't used to, the process helped begin at 8 a.m., with the
Burnett in the past.
him keep the songs fresh and make Finance Committee sched"He's produced a bunch of
uled to meet first. The
discoveries. such as how it caused
Academic Affairs Committee
records. I had a few ideas for the
him to accent notes in a chord difwill meet at 8-45 a.m.: the
new record. so I'll give him the
ferently. than how he normally
and
Audit
Compliance
tracks and he'll mix it for me and
would. He said Steve Shelly. the Committee will meet at 9:15
hit the 'Make Pretty' button...
drummer from Sonic Youth. helped a.m. and the Institutional
Buckner said chuck!ing.
Advancement Committee will
Buckner is originally from with the album and played hand
meet at 9A5 a.m.
slaplike
things
doing
percussion.
California and moved to Brooklyn a
The plenary session will
an
of
back
the
on
beat
few years ago. but said he is now ping a
begin at p.m.
happy to be living outside of a city. acoustic guitar.
For tickets to Saturday's show.
• To ieport a Town Crier
He said he doesn't bother his neighbors while recording anymore and visit www.ticketniastercom or call item call 753-1916
the peaceful environment is con- 1 -8(10-745-3(00

111 Park renovation...

backgrounds wrhere college is a
financial burden. We use the
Taste of the Arts Scholarship I'm
first year students to assist them
with their transition to college.Pant Aurgler. chairman ot the
Department of Music. said
Murray. State has 11-1.111 talented
and high-achie% mg music students who need scholarships to
he able to attend the ILlni%ersity.
Some students. Wurgler said.
are paying for tollege totally on
their own anti a scholarship will
make the difference between
performing in ensembles and
spending quality. time studying
and practicing or hav mg to work
many hours in one or iv% o other
jobs to pay tor their education.
"In Music there are certain
performance areas such as
strings or piano in which there
are simply not enough high
school musicians in the state to
fill the music departments
across the state." Wurgler said.
"These students. as well as the
top student musicians in other
perfuming areas needed to fill
our ensembles and provide a full
and diversified department.
must be recruited competitively.
Scholarships such as the Taste
of the Arts Scholarships are
what it takes to attract these students to Murray State and keep
them here."
The 2010 A Taste of the Ans
will be at 5:30 p.m. Sept. 17. in
the Murray. Room of the
Regional Special Events Center.
For more information or to register for the event. contact the
Office of
State
Murray
Deveiopment at 12701 8094518. General admission is $50
or residents may sponsor a table
for $500. All proceeds benefit
Murray State student scholarships in art. music. and theatre.

Kentucky

News in Brief
Palin to make 2 appearances in Louisville
IAA ISVILL.E. Ky. API Former Republican ice presidential
V

candidate Sarah Palm tias a busy day lined up in Louisville.
Patin is scheduled to speak Thursday at a lunchtime fundraiser
for GOP Senate candidate Rand Paul. a tea party favorite she
endorsed in the primary.
Later. she is scheduled to give a talk on faith anti family on the
last day. of a gospel music convention at Freedom Hall.
The visit marks the se.cond time Palin has spoken to a convention
crowd in Louisville since losing in the 2008 election.

Defense attorneys call for execution moratorium
LOUISV ILLE. Ky. 1API — A group ot three dozen Kentucky
defense attorneys have called on the governor to impose a moratorium on the death penalty and drop the state's appeal of a halted
execution.
Members of the Kentucky Asstx:iation of Criminal Defense
yers gathered outside the courthouse in LOUIS% ille Wednesday
afternoon and said Gov. Steve Beshear should halt all executions
while the American Bar Association studies Kentucky's use of capital punishment.
The rally came as the Kentucky Supreme Court weighed whether
to lift a stay of execution for 53-year-old Gregory L. Wilson.
Wilson w.as convicted in 1988 of kidnapping, rape and murder in
the death of 36-year-old Debbie Pooley a year earlier in Kenton
County.
Wilson had been set to Jie Thursday by lethal injection, but a
state judge stopped the proceedings, citing concerns about
Kentucky's method and the inmates niental state.

U.S. Chamber of Commerce endorses Paul
Roy,LING GREEN. Ky. APi -- Republican Senate candidate
Rand Paul has picked up an endorsement from the nation's largest
business group. which began airing attack ads against his
Democratic opponent accusing him of backing Medicare cuts.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce commercial that went on the air
Wednesday across the state never mentions Paul's name, but says
Jack Conway supports Medicare cuts that would affect 113,000
Kentucky seniors.
John Collins, a spokesman for the Conway: campaign. says
instead of supporting Paul, the chamber should renounce him for
his libertarian-leaning stances on federal regulations such as the
Americans With Disabilities Act and nonviolent crimes.
During a news conference in his hometown of Bowling Green.
Paul announced the endorsement and voiced his support for
extending Bush-era tax cuts even without related spending cuts.
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From Front
city and county leaders today
interested in discussing issues
dealing with the state.
He was scheduled to v!sit
Draffenville earlier this morning and the Calloway County
Courthouse at II a.m.
Later today he is scheduled to
visit Mayfield officials at the
Graves County. Courthouse and
McCracken County officials at
Michael's Restaurant and the
County
McCracken
Courthouse
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Drug use spikes to highest level in 10 years
WASHINGTON(AP)-The Health Services Administration the early 2000s, there was a
rate of illegal drug use rose last found inarijuana use rose by 8 widespread public safety earnyear to the highest level in near- percent and remained the most paign to warn young people
ly a decade. fueled by' a sharp commonly used drug.
about the dangers of ecstasy as a
increase in manju ma use and a
On a positive note, cocaine party. drug. but that effort
surge in ecstasy, and metham- abuse contiiues to decline, with declined as use dropped off.
"The last few years, I think
phetamine abuse, the govern- use of the drug down 32 percent
we've taken our eye off the ball
ment reported Wednesday.
from its peak in 2006.
million on ecstasy," Kerlikowske said.
About
21.8
Gil Kerlikowske, the director
Meth use had been dropping
of the Office of National Drug Americans, or 8.7 percent of the
Control Policy.. called the 9 per- population age 12 and older. after a passage of a 2006 federal
cent increase in drug use disap- reported using illegal drugs in law that put cold tablets containpointing but said he was not sur- 2009. That's the highest level ing pseudoephedrine behind
prised given "eroding attitudes" since the survey began in 2002. pharmacy counters. But law
about the perception of harm The previous high was just over enforcement officials have seen
a rise in "smurfing," or traveling
from illegal drugs and the grow-- 20 million in 2006.
ing number of states approving
The survey. which was being from store to store to purchase
released Thursday, is based on the medicines, which can be
medicinal marijuana.
"I think all of the attention interviews with about 67,500 used to produce homemade
and the focus of calling marijua- people. It is considered the most meth in kitchen labs.
Kerlikowske attributed the
na medicine has sent the comprehensive annual snapshot
absolute wrong message to our of drug use in the United States. rise in meth abuse to more peoOther results show a 37 per- ple getting around the law and
young people," Kerlikowske
cent increase in ecstasy use and an increase in meth coming
said in an interview.
The annual report from the a 60 percent jump in the number across the border with Mexico.
The rise in marijuana use
Substance Abuse and Mental of methamphetamine users. In

comes as California voters pit:pare to decide in November
whether to legalize the drug. An
Associated Press-CNBC poll
earlier this year found that most
Americans still oppose legalizing manjuana, but larger majorities believe it has medical benefits and want the government to
allow its use for that purpose.
Medical marijuana sales in
the 14 states that allow it have
also taken off since the federal
government signaled last year
that it wouldn't prosecute marijuana sellers who follow state
rules. The survey does not distinguish between medicinal and
non-medicinal marijuana use.
The survey found the number
of youths aged 12-17 who perceived a great risk of harm from
smoking marijiuma once or
twice a week dror ped from 54.7
percent in 2007 to 49.3 percent
in 2009.

Food safety bill stalled by partisan sniping
WASHINGTON 1AP) - A
Republican senator is threatening to hold up food safety legislation that would give the Food
and Drug Administration more
power to prevent outbreaks, saying Democrats must find a way
to pay for it.
Republican Sen. Tom Cobum
of Oklahoma says the bill,
which has stalled in the Senate
for more than a year, adds to the
deficit and expands the power of
an already troubled agency.
Advocates for the bill say it is
crucial to strengthen the nation's
toothless food safety oversight
and would help prevent large
outbreaks of tainted food.
office
said
Coburn's
Wednesday the senator will
object to bringing up the bill if
his concerns aren't addressed.
His objections are a major blow
to supporters' chances of passing the legislation this year.
The legislation would give
the agency more power to recall
tainted products. require more
inspections of food processing
facilities and require producers
to follow stricter standards for

keeping food safe. Currently, thc
FDA does not have the authority
to order a recall and must negotiate recalls with the affected
producers. The agency rarely
inspects many food facilities
and farrns, visiting some every'
decade or so and others not at
all.
Supporters are scrambling to
get the bill on the legislative calendar as Congress' remaining
work days are dwindling this
year. Many were hoping that the
recent recall of a half-billion
eggs from two Iowa farms that
sickened at least 1,500 people
would give the bill momentum.
The farms had never been
inspected by the FDA, but the
agency folind rodents, seeping
manure and even maggots when
inspectors visited after the
recall.
Caroline Smith DeWaal,food
safety director for the Center for
Science in the Public Interest,
said Congress has allocated
more money to the FDA in
recent years but that the legislation would direct the agency
how to spend it.
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You are cordially invited to our

Gospel Meeting
at the

Almo Church of Christ

Sun., Sept. 19th thru
Tues., Sept. 21st
Guest Speaker: Todd Walker
Sunday Bible Study

9:00 a.m.

Sunday Worship

9:50 a.m.

Sunday Evening Service

7:30 p.m.

Mon.& Tues. Evening

7:00 p.m.

955 Almo Road - Almo, KY

EVERYONE WELCOME!
41* STOCK MARKET REPORT
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Democrats say the legislation
"Nobody' wants to be standing in the way of solutions when is a policy measure and would
another outbreak could occur," not immediately' add to the
deficit. They say the bill would
she said.
The legislation has broad be paid for in annual spending
bipartisan backing in Congress bills.
Justine Sessions. spokesand support from the food and
restaurant industries.The House woman for Sen. Tom Harkin of
Iowa, the Democratic chairman
passed the bill over a year ago.
Cobum agrees that food safe- of the Health, Education, Labor
ty needs a complete overhaul but and Pensions Committee, said
says the current effort is disin- Coburn should bring up his congenuous because there is not any cerns on the Senate floor.
Majortry Leader Harry Reid,
money dedicated to it. The
Congressional Budget Office D-Nev., said Tuesday that hc
estimates it will cost $1.4 bil- had thought the bill was cleared
but there was "still a Republican
lion.
"Without paying for this bili, senator saying no."
"We hope within the next 24
at best we are just passing it for
a press release, and at worst, we hours he will say yes," Reid
shackle the FDA with unfunded said. "That's where we are."
mandates," his office said in a
statement on his website.

McConnell takes part
in D.C. coal job rally
Washington, DC - U.S.
Senate Republican Leader
Mitch McConnell joined hundreds of Kentucky coal miners
and their families Wednesday at
the "Stand Up for American
Coal Jobs Rally" on Capitol
Senator McConnell
Hill.
believes that coal is a vital part
of our economy and it must
remain a key component of our
nation's energy strategy.
Senator McConnell thanked
the hundreds of Kentuckians
who traveled to Washington to
express their support for coal.
"Let's hear it for Kentucky
Coal," McConnell told the
crowd as he took the stage. "Ifs
great to see all of you here
standing up for coal. I don't
know where America would be
without coal."
"Coal is under assault in this
town. This Administration and
Congress have been the most
anti-coal in the history of the
country and we must continue to
keep up the fight to protect the
tens of thousands of Kentucky
jobs that rely on coal."
McConnell also told the

that
crowd
"Cap and Trade
- the national
energy tax - is
dead in the
United States
Senate," but
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Obituaries
Virris 'Vic' Vickers
Virns "Vic- Vickers, 75. of Murray, died Thursday, Sept. 16,
2010. at 12:50 a.m. at his home following an extended illness.
Arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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Ill. 'Jim' Beyer

Herben James "Jim" Beyer, 77. died Monday, Sept. 13, 2010,
from injuries sustained in an automobile accident
while visiting family in Murray.
Born the son of Herbert F. and Ida (Johnston)
Beyer on Feb. 16. 1933, in Buffalo Center, Iowa, he
attended Iowa State Teachers College (now UNI)
for two years and honorably served in the U.S.
Anny from 1953-1955. On Sept. 7, 1957, he was
united in marriage to Pauline Marohn. A member of
St. Stephen Lutheran Church and the Pioneer Gun
Club, Beyer worked as a salesman for Area Diesel
Services and retired in 1988. He loved his family,
was a devoted husband, father and papa, and loved
Beyer
to watch his grandsons' sports activities. Also an
avid hunter and skcet shooter, he enjoyed working on
Ili
cars. repairing things around the house, playing
cards, reading arid the Iowa Hawkeyes.
Preceded in death by his wife, Pauline and his parents, Beyer is survived by his children; daughter, Kim
Drew and husband. Kevin of Olathe, Kan.; son, Jim "Chip" Beyer
and wife, Maggie of Urbandale, Iowa; five grandsons, Jamie and
Jared Drew. Luke and Alex Beyer and Tony Hamilton; a greatgranddaughter; sister, Judy Eldredge and husband, David of Ky.; sister-in-law, Pat Dixon arid husband, Larry of N.C.; and several nieces
and nephews.
A memorial service will be held at Saturday, Sept. 18, 2010, at II
a.m. at St. Stephen Lutheran Church, 3510 72nd Street, Urbandale.
Visitation will be Friday, Sept. 17, from 5-7 p.m. at Iles Funeral
Homes - Westover Chapel. Private burial will be held at Iowa
Veterans Cemetery. Cremation rites have been accorded.
Memorial contributions may be directed to St. Stephen Lutheran
Church, 3510 72nd St., Urbandale. la. 50322 or Urbandale Health
Care Center,4614 NW 84th St., Urbandale, Ia. 50322. Imes - Miller
Funeral Home is in charge of local arrangements
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Paid Obituaries
Dan Thomas Tommy' Marshall
Mr. Dan Thomas "Tommy" Marshall. 70, of Murray, died
Tuesday, Sept. 14. 2010, at 6:45 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care
Center in Murray.
Mr. Marshall was born Dec. 5, 1939, in Murray.
He was a 1957 graduate of the Murray Training
School and also received a B.S. in Business in
1961. was a member of the Anny ROTC where he
was commissioned as a 2nd lieutenant in the
Adjutant General Corp, and was also a member of
the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. While serving in
the Army from 1%1-1%7, he achieved the rank of
Captain and was stationed at various Army Bases
across the U.S. When he returned to Murray State,
Marshall
he received a Masters of Arts in Education in 1970,
as well as, the plus 30 program in 1971. Mr. Marshall
.. was an M.S.U. financial aid fiscal officer from 19691973. He then began serving as superintendent of the
Murray City Gas system in 1974, where he was a
member of the state board of directors and president
of the Kentucky Gas Association in •1982-1983. He later became
superintendent of the Murray Water and Sewer system and was
named City Administrator until his retirement in 1995. He was a
charter member of the Murray Optimist Club in 1%7 and also an
officer and named Optimist of the Year. He was also a member of
the Murray Rotary Club and a Rotary Foundation Harris Fellow. In
addition, he also served as a board member of the Economic
Development Corp. of Murray and Calloway County. the Murray
Chamber of Commerce. where he was president in 1990, and the
Chamber's Leadership Murray' class of 1984. And, in 1997-2001, he
served on the board of directors for the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Loyal to his favorite sports. Mr. Marshall served as a baseball coach for various leagues in the Murray Calloway County Parks
for over 12 years and rarely missed an MSU Basketball game. He
was also of the Church of Christ faith and attended the First
Christian Church of Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Olivia Barnett Marshall of Murray;
son, Victor T. Marshall of Brentwood, Tenn.; daughter, Alison
Marshall of Murray; and granddaughter, Lily Alexandra Sanchez of
Murray; two sisters, Anne Bonner. and Sue Cochran both of Murray;
three sisters-in-law, Carla Marshall of Hardin, Judith Hill of Murray,
June Magness (Charles) of Mayfield; and also several nieces and
nephews.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Carl and Louise Salmon
Marshall; and one brother, Bobby Marshall.
Funeral services will be held Friday, Sept. 17, 2010, at 10:30 a.m.
at the First Christian Church in Murray. The Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin
anti John Dale will officiate and burial will be in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be held Thursday, Sept. 16, 2010, from 58 p.m. at the First Christian Church.
Expressions of sympathy may go to the following: Alzheimer's
Association.Kaden Towers, 6100 Dutchmans Lane STE 401,
Louisville, Ky. 40205-3284 or the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice House building fund, 803 Poplar St. Murray, Ky.
42071.
Online condolences can be left at: www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. .1 II. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Administration
may still try to
make it happen McConnell
through EPA
regulations and we must find a
way to stop that too.
"We must continue to remind
them what coal does to power
America," McConnell said.
Coal powers America and keeps
utility rates iow.
Currently, over half of the
nation's electricity comes from
coal and Kentuckians enjoy
some of the lowest electricity
rates in the nation as a result of
Senator McConnell
coal.
added,"We must work to develop clean coal technology,
because we've got a lot of it and
it's ours and we don't have to
import it from anywhere else in
the world."

NIurray

Cathy Lynn Garland
Mrs. Cathy Lynn Garland, 51, of Murray, died at her residence,
Saturday. Sept. 11, 2010. due to an extended illness. Mrs. Garland
was born in Caldwell County on Oct. 20, 1958. Mrs. Garland in
1983 received her AA degree in Computer Data Processing and a BS
degree in Business Education, with a minor in history, at Murray
State University.
Mrs. Garland while living in Lexington, served as the Secretary
to the President of Transylvania University, and also ttad been
employed at Vanderbilt University and with Murray State
University.
Mrs. Garland was preceded in death by her father, Paul Wayne
Ladd; and her mother-in-law. Beverly Garland
She is survived by her. husband. Gregg Garland, who she married
in Mayfield on Nov, 24. 1984; daughter, Katie Garland; and son,
Jordan Garland, all of Murray; mother. Shirley Ladd; brother, Ricky
Ladd and wife, Alecia; two nephews, Wesley and Zachary Ladd, all
of Mayfield. Mrs. Garland is also survived by her father-in-law,
Marshall Garlanti of Murray.
Funeral services will be held Friday. Sept. 17. 2010, at 1 p.m. at
Meinorial Baptist Church in Murray with Bro. Ray Provow and Rev.
Kerry Lamben officiating. Burial to follow in the Murray City
Cemetery'. Visitation will be Thursday evening, Sept. 16. 2010,from
5-8 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, and Friday, Sept. 17.
2010. from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.. also at the funeral home.
Pallbearers will be Kenny Campbell, Keith Campbell, Wesley
Ladd. Zachary Ladd. Mike Utley' and Brad Barnett.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospice House, 803 Poplar Street. Murray, KY. 42071.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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CASA board to meet
The Board of Directors fo: Court
Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) of
Calloway Ind Marshall Counties will meet
Friday, St pt. 17. at 1:30 p.m. at the CASA
()Mee, 1003 Poplar Street, Murray.

l'ask Force to meet
Datebook
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor

'The Calloway County Domestic Violence
Task Force will meet Friday, Sept. 17, at noon at
the Ellis St. Community Center, 630 Ellis St.
Lunch will be served. This is the annual appreciation meeting and MSU Women's Center will
do a short skit from last year's Take Bagk the
Night.

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday'.
Sept. 17, from 7-9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church Family
Fellowship Center, Ky. 121 North at Ky. 299, at Stella. Featured will
be Margie Black and Elaine Reed. The public is invited. For more
information, call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 7538124 or Pat Lea at 761-2666.

Quilt Dedication Day to be held
The Farmers• Market sk ill celebrate Quilt Dedication Day on
Saturday, Sept. 18. from 9 a.m. to I p.m. at the Fairgrounds Market.
Quilt displays, seminars and workshops will be available. Pies.
BBQ. salsas. cinnamon rolls and fall produce will also be available.

Former LBL residents reunion to be held
The 23rd annual reunion for the former residents of Land
Between the Lakes(LBL I will be held Saturday, Sept. 18, from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Star Camp. the former Old Dogwood Lodge, in
LBL. Bring a dish and lunch will be at noon. For more information,
call (270) 388-0358.

Friends and families of the Matheny/Cumberland/Ferguson
Spring Cemeteries in Land Between the Lakes will have their annual fall work day on Saturday, Sept. 18. These cemeteries are located in the northeast area at the intersection of US 68/80 and The
Trace. Bring appropriate tools and plan for a busy day. Everyone
will share a potluck lunch at noon at dte visitor center pavilion. For
more information, call Vickey Lane at 522-8316.

Locust Grove Baptist Church will hold revival services beginning Sunday, Sept. 19, at 6 p.m, then Monday-Wednesday at 7 p.m.
Special speaker will be Bro. Ronnie Sivelts, Church Development
Strategist for the Kentucky Baptist Convention. There wiil be a
BBQ dinner on Sunday. Sept. 19, at 5 p.m. before service. All are
welcome.

Palestine Methodist to hold revival
Palestine Methodist Church will hold revival services Sept. 1921. The guest speaker will be Bro. Joe Thom. pastor of Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church in Marshall County. Services will begin
each night at 7 p.m. A fellowship meal will be Sunday. Sept. 19. at
5:30 p.m. All are welcome.
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Derek and Kim Pace of
Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Allison Marie Pace,
bom on Aug. 6, 2010. at 8:45
Murray-Calloway
p.m. at
County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds four ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is
the former Kim McClure.
Grandparents are Edie Turner;
Gary Pace; and Randy and
Cindy McClure. all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Richard
and Dolores Holzschuh; and
Hezzie Turner of Murray.

Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church will hold revival services Sept. 19-21, at 7 p.m. There will be a meal at 5:30 p.m. on
Sunday. Sept. 19.

Need Line board to meet Monday
The Need Line board will meet Monday, Sept. 20. at 12:30 p.m.
at Need Line. 638 South 4th St.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet Friday
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program. will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.
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Riley Addison Morris

They are they parents of Debra Hampel
Petrick. Dixie Hampel Chandler and John
Hanipel. They have seven grandchildren
and two great-grandchildren.

Fire-Rescue holds
annual fundraiser
for needed revenues

Allison Marie Pace

Riley Addison
Morris

FCC to host 'Praise in the Park'

Revival to be held at Dexter/Hardin UM

They. celebrated Sunday, Sept. 12. in the
Smokey Mountains with family• and friends.
Mr. Hampel is retired from the United
States Marine Corps. Mrs. Hampel is retired
from the U.S. Census Bureau.

ginnouncernenls
[
Bir•14'
Allison Marie
Pace

Locust Grove to hold revival

nd Louise Salmon

hchurchillfuneralharge of arrange-

Larry and Mary Hampel of Murray.
observed their 50th wedding anniversary on
Sim. 9, 2010. They were married on that
date in 1960, at the First United Methodist
Church in Urbana, Ill.

Crutcher/Barrow reunion will be held Saturday, Sept. 18. from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at dte Homeplace at Land Between the Lakes.
under the covered shelter. Lunch will be at 1 p.m. Bring food,drinks
and chairs. For information, call Elwanda Beasley at (270) 9245849 or Mary Hilda Taylor at(270) 522-3967.

Cemetery work day to be held

Mr.and Mrs. Hampel in 2008

Mr. and Mrs. Hampel in 1957

Crutcherdiarrow reunion to be held
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Glory Bound Entertainment will be Friday

First Christian Church (FCC)in Murray will host the first-ever
Praise in the Park on Sunday. Sept. 19, at the Murray City Park
Amphitheater and will feature the Celebration Band from the FCC
Celebration Service. The event will begin at 5:45 pin. with free hotdogs and snow cones. Following at 6 p.m., the Celebration Band
will perform a worship concert of about 15 songs from the band's
repertoire. Everyone is welcome and encouraged to bring a lawn
chair or a blanket. For more information, call FCC at 753-3824.

010, at 10:30 a.m.
Dr. Ruth Ragovin
the Murray City
16, 2010, from 5-

e-mail: communitynews0munavledger.com

Josh Morris and Heidi van
Ameringen are the parents of a
daughter, Riley Addison Morris,
born August 21. 2010, at 10:10
Murray-Calloway
p.m. at
County Hospital.
The baby weighed nine
pounds and five ounces and
measured 21 inches. A sister is
Maci Morris.
Grandparents are Ronnie and
Valerie Morris and Peter and
Espie van Ameringen, all of
Murray

The Calloway County FireRescue annual fundraiser is currently in full swing in the forrn
of a mailer to all county residents. The mailer is the only
fund raiser the squad conducts.
and itsts for donations for the
rescue division which is not supported by tax revenue, and is
funded soley on a donation
basis.
The fundraiser is done exclusively by mail, and no phone
calls are made. The squad
expresses thanks to all residents
who have already contributed
this year, and they ask that others read the flyer and contribute

Four Rivers
Music Friends
to meet Sunday
'The Four Rivers Music
Friends will meet this Sunday in
the Calloway County Public
Library Annex. Anyone who is
interested in learning to play or
enjoys listening to music is
invited to attend.
For more information. call Vel
Burkeen at 753-6979.

as they can.
Questions can be directed to
the main station at 101 East
Sycamore, or by phone at 753-1,
411'2. They also invited the pubtic tickane and take a tour of the
facilities, equipment, and new
training tower currently under
construction.
•• t t•
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Baby Registry :
DOCIC1 & jeremy Barger
Emily Bland & Andrew Cunningham;
Teleisc Burkey & Alex Mason —
Misty &Jamie Carson
Whitney &Jay Clark
Emily &Kevin Cunningham
;;
Chasity & Bill Harrod
•
••
—
AshleY Hargrove &Jimmy Bynum •
•
Gina &Donn Harness
•
Elizabeth &Andrew Hanvell •
^
••
Alecia &Justm
•
••
Lindsay & Russell Hughes
Tara & Devin Lovett
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753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
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'Chrysanthemums
'Sub Zero Pansies
*Trees & Shrubs

Alisha Lynn & Ed Johnson
Shelley &:erenly McKeel
Miranda & Michael Mohler
Becky & Dustin Murphy
Nicole & Chns Nor3worthy
Rebecca & Tim O'Bnan
Megan & Danny Oliver

•

Shannon & Jesse Ortiunez •
Athena & Ryan Payne
Mendith & Shane Raspberry
Jessica &Kyle Reitz
Brandy &James Stenoerg
Sherry &Tony Szychlinski
Ruth &Clint Todd

•
•

Kirby Waldrop
Came &Jacob Wilson
• Amber & Clint Wilson •
•
7erra &Nicholas vv. e be'
•
&Dwight willis
.
;
Jean Ellen &Dustin Whalin •
• Bethany Williams & Corey O'Bryon•
.
. SOvia York &Chris Neely
•
•

I month of V tubot...0n-Line Nutritional Program...FREE
3 training sessions with Certified Personal Trainer...FREE

...and all fees waived!
Over

(6 mo auto payment required)
$100 savings restrictions apply
Call or stop by tor more ',Ito!!

FAMILY FITNESS CENTER

Fall Gifts & Home Decor
*Wreaths
*Flags

*Pumpkins
*Yard Art
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MSU student Sarah Clark takes on Nashville

WWW.I111.1

Th

Meredith Freeland
country's biggest stars.
MSU Public Relations
"After auditioning for each music video, I was booked through
No matter v‘ hat interests . ou. NIun-ay State University gives stu- an agency." she said."The experiences 1 have had through the indusdents an edge in the real world. Just ask Sarah Clark. recent MSU try in Nashville have been amazing. 1 have had the chance to work
graduate and something of a celebrity.
with many talented people such as Keith Urban, Brad Paisley. Garth
Raised in Paducah. Ky.. a 45-minute drive from Murray, Clark Brooks and director Trey Fanjoy.
made her decision to begin her higher education at Murray after see"Each one of the videos has been a great opportunity." Clark said.
ing the campus.
"They have led me to other work such as print and television, where
"I had always considered colleges within a three-hour radius, but 1 was able to work with Trace Adkins and well-known director
after visiting the campus. it was a done deal." she said. Attracted to Gavin Flood." she said. "I am so blessed to have been given all of
the scenery and the teacher-to-student ratio. she made the decision these great cpportunities."
to become a Racer.
Now, with an impressive resume to show, Clark works with a
"After visiting a lot of colleges. the campus caught my eye, it was booking agency in Nashville that has clients in the music, television,
the most beautiful by'. far." she said. "I really liked the fact that the print and commercial industries. Clark credits Murray State with
class sizes were small. not to mention it was somewhat close to giving her the direction to pursue other venues of her degree.
!ionic."
"After going through the journalism program at Murray State, I
Choosing to study broadcast journalism, Clark also joined a knew I wanted to pursue television at a different angle," she said.
sorority. which she counts as one of the most positive influences
Being a Racer offers not only a top-notch education. but an edge
during her time here.
that allows anything to be possible, Clark believes.
"Greek life gave me so many opportunities and allowed me to
"Every degree is different, but it is how you use it that makes you
meet many people." she said. She also cited choosing Murray State who you are." she said. "Murray State has been the place where I
itself and her classniates as great influences. "In my. major the class- have received the most experiences and it is the place where 1 have
es were small. so we were able to get to know one another and help learned the most. The people who make up the school had a sincere
each other out."
quest to help me to succeed.
With great friends on-campus and a degree from MSU nearljt
"I feel like 1 have a better edge toward being successful all
inder her belt. Clark went on to Nashville. Tenn., and was present- around in the future because of what Murray State has offered me
...d with the opportunity to star in country music videos for some of and 1 am very grateful." Clark said.
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Playhouse in the Park announces 2011 season schedule
Special to the Ledger
Playhouse in the Park has
announced its 2011 season.
vvhich will include the following
shows:
•
"Hairspray."
Feb.

25-March 13 - "Hairspray"
delighted audiences by sweeping them away to 1960s
Baltimore. vihere the '50s are
out anti change is in the air.
Loveable plus-sire heroine

Sept., 28th, 7:30-8:30 a.m.
Curris Center Ballroom

featuring speaker Billy Kennedy
rsity 's

Mum\ Matt
ost

I ilasketball C:).[

$I .s per memberor ,15(.) for a table ot io Non-inimbers S2n
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Tracy Turnblad has a passion for
dancing, and wins a spot on the
local TV dance program, "The
Corny
Collins
Show."
Overnight she finds herself
transformed from outsider to
teen celebrity. Can a larger-thanlife adolescent manage to vanquish the program's reigning
princess, integrate the television
show. and find true love(singing
and dancing all the while, of
course!) without mussing her
hair?
•"Mulan, Jr..- April 15-24 Travel back to the legendary,
story-telling days of ancient
China with this action-packed
stage adaptation of Disney's
"Mulan," especially for a
teenaged cast. The Huns have
invaded. and it is up to the misfit Mulan and her mischievous
sidekick Mustiu to save the
Emperor! Milian is a heartwarming celebration of culture,
honor and a fighting spirit. The
score includes favorites like
"Reflection.""Honor to Us All"
Make a Man Out of
and
You" as well as new songs that
will get the audience up on its
feet!
• -Death of a Salesman,"
June 10-19 - The story revolves
around the last days of Willy

Loman, a failing salesman. who
cannot understand how he failed
to win success and happiness.
Through a series of tragic soulsearching revelations of the life
he has lived with his wife, his
sons, and his business associates, we discover how his quest
for the "Amertcan Dream" kept
him blind to the people who
truly loved him. A thrilling work
of deep and revealing beauty
that remains one of the most
profound classic dramas of the
American theatre.
• "Aladdin Kids." 2011
Summer Camp. July 18-29.
Show dates are July 29-31 Welcome to the marketplace of
Agrabah, where we're about to
begin the fantastic tale of the
street rat who became a pnnce.
This stage adaptation of the
Disney film specifically for
younger performers features hit
songs including "Friend Like
Me," "Prince Ali," and "A
Whole New World." Aladdin,
Jasmine, Jafar, !ago, and the
Genie battle for power and possession of the lamp, aided by the
Junior Djinn - unique stage
rnagicians invented specifically'
for this show. Get out your
magic carpet and get ready for
this enchanting theatrical ride.

•"Dearly Beloved." Sept. 1625 - Last season, Playhouse in
the Park had a surprise hit on its
hands with "Dearly Departed."
Audiences are sure to love
-Dearly Beloved" - different
zany characters, same terrific
In
"Dearly
piaywrights.
Beloved", the Futrelle Sisters,
Frankie. Honey Raye and
Twink, are throwing a wedding
for Frankie's daughter, Tina Jo,
and the rumor mill in their small
town of Fayro, Texas, is working overtime. No surprise there,
the Futrelle Sisters have never
been strangers to gossip. After
all, Twink's desperate attempts
to get her boyfriend of 15 1/2
years down the aisle, Frankie's
ongoing conversations with
their dead mother, and Honey
Raye's tendency to race to the
altar at every opportunity have
kept tongues wagging for years.
The sisters ultimately pull
together to pull off one "final
Futrelle occasion" with elegance
and style -- or do they?
•"Wait Until Dark,- Oct. 2130 - A sinister con man and two
ex-convicts are about to meet
their match. They have traced
the location of a mysterious doll
to the Greenwich Village apartment of Sam Hendrix and his

blind wife. Susy. Sam had
apparently been persuaded by a
strange woman to transport the
doll across the Canadian border,
not knowing that sewn inside
were several grams of heroin.
When the woman is murdered,
the situation becomes more
urgent. When Susy refuses to
reveal the location of the doll. a
deadly game of cat and mouse
ensues. Susy knows the only
way to play fair is by her rules.
so when darkness falls she turns
off all the lights leaving both of
them to maneuver in the dark
until the game ends.
• "The Sound of Music,"
Dec. 2-18 - "The Sound of
Music" is Playhouse in the
Park's most requested show. The
final collaboration between
Rodgers & Hammerstein was
destined to become the world's
most beloved musical. When a
postulant proves too high-spirited for the religious fife, she is
dispatched to serve as governess
for the seven children of a widowed naval Captain. Her growing rapport with the youngsters,
coupled with her generosity of
spirit, gradually captures the
heart of die stern Captain. The
motion picture version of this
classic remains the most popular
movie musical of all time.

Todd Hill hosts new jazz show Sundays
KI(211 49...1 12
4"a Untie r
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with any Adult Combo Meal purchase.

TACO JOHN'S
The Fresh Taste of West-Mex

Benton. Ma

field & Murray

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's
public radio service 91.3 FM,
WKMS presents a new series,
"Diggin' Duke," Sundays at 3
p.m. and Tuesdays at 9 p.m. and
a new season of Radiolab
Thursdays at noon.
Todd Hill. Director of Jazz
Ensembles with the Department
of Music at Murray State, presents the 10-part series, "Diggin'
Duke," Sundays at 3 p.m. (preempting "Piano Jazz") and
Tuesdays at 9 p.m. (the first
hour of Maestro Hill's regular
Cafe Jazz gig). This special

iiimmumemmumummemm
New Concord Church of Christ
cordially invites you to be our guests on

Sunday, September 19th for Homecoming 2010!
FEATURING: BROTHER BOB PALMER
Schedule of Services
Bible Study
Morning Worship

10:00 a.m.

Fellowship Meal

11.
00 a.m.

Afternoon Worship
/t

1

9:00 a.m.

will be a day filled with heartfelt worship,
wonderful fellowship, and great food
all done in the name ofour LORD!

Please be our honored guest for this special day!!!
httpdlnewconcord.net
..1(11.111111111.111111.101.1111111IIMMIIIIM•

when it regularly airs you can
listen to the week's program on
demand at www.wkms.org.
Season eight of -Radiolab"
airs Thursdays at noon through
Oct. 14. Radiolab is an inquisitive program, probing the
''whys" of life with innovative
sound and humorous scientific
inquiry, produced by public
radio service WNYC, New
York.
NPR Science Correspondent,
Robert Krulwich,joins musician

Jad Abumrad in-studio as cohost of Radiolab, so there's a
pairing of seniority and youth
telling stories that also cross
generational lines in subject and
style. The new season includes
the following topics: a special
Fundraising episode of Radiolab
airs at noon Thursday, Sept. 23;
Falling airs at noon Thursday,
Sept. 30; Cities airs at noon
Thursday', Oct. 7; and Fate &
Fortune airs at noon Thursday,
Oct. 14.

Sunday. The show will finish its
run the following week at the
same show times. For tickets.
call
759-1752
or
visit
www.playhouseinthepark.net.

• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
-The Kids Are Alnght," starring
Annette
Bening, Julianne
Moore and Mark Ruffalo
Friday,Saturday and Sunday.
For details and show times. visit
www.maidenalleycinema.org.

Arts in the Region
• Author Michael Griffith
will speak at 7:30 tonight
(Thursday) at the Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery on the sixth
for the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center for the Racer Writer
Series.
• Murray State University's
Cinema International film series
presents the Korean film
''Mother" Thursday through
Saturday' at 7:30 p.m.
• Playhouse in the Park presents the musical comedy', "The
25th Annual Putnam County
Spelling Bee." at 7 p.m. Friday
and Saturday and at 2:30 p.m.

12:30 p.m.

121 Artesian Drive • P.O. Box 319• Now Concord, KY 42076
Phone: 270-436-5635 • E-moil: ricch@wk.net

•
cr

series will end Nov. 16.
Edward Kennedy "Duke"'
Ellington (I 899-1974) wrote
and performed music that gave
joy to millions of people. In his
fifty year jazz career, he played
over 20,000 performances in
Europe, Latin America, the
Middle East as well as Asia. He
defined a sound that some call
the most truly American music
ever.
If you miss Diggin' Duke

i
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• The exhibit "Messages
from Murray" will continue at
the Eagle Gallery through Oct.
10. Community members are
encouraged to come write messages on boxes, which will be
shipped by local companies to
locations across the country.

• Singer-songwriter Richard
Buckner will perform at Murray
State
University's
Lovett
Auditorium as part of the Lovett
Live Onstage series at 8 p.m.
Saturday. For tickets, call 1800-745-300C
or
visit
www.ticketmastencom.
• Paducah's Market House
Theatre presents the musical, "I
Love You, You're Perfect. Now
Change." Thursday through
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and 2:30
p.m. Saturday and Sunday. 'The
show continues Sept. 16-19.

• Draffenville's Kentucky
Opry will host an open mic
night at 8 p.m. Friday and
Reggie LaFaye the Sax Man
Extraordinaire will play. At
10:30 a.m. each Sunday, they
also host Kentucky Lake
Cowboy Church. For tickets to
the shows, call (270) 527-3869
or 1-888-459-8704.
• The Janice Mason Art
Museum in Cadiz presents "Art
Tells a Story," featuring
Mayfield's Helen LaFrance and
Cerulean's Willie Rascoe,
through Oct. 10. Museum
hours are Tuesday through
Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Sundays from 1-4 p.m.
7i) add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague at 753-1916 or
hteague@murrayledgercom.
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TOMMY DILLARD

Thurman takes frontrunner role
LAKER SENIOR LOOKS TO BUILD oN
sTATE RUNNER-UP FINISH IN 2010
By TORIMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Keith Jared can't think of too many times
in his decade-long coaching tenure w•hen
he's been more disappointed than he was
after his Calloway County team's regional
meet last season.
Projected to challenge for a title, the
Lakers fell out of the top four and failed to
qualify for state, missing out for the first
time in several years.
But something good came out of the
team's misfortune.
Free from concern about how his place
would affect the Lakers' overall team score,
then-junior Ry•an Thurman tumed a disap-

Leiger

Calloway County

•See RUNNERS,8A

Coach: Keith Jared
Last year: Girls placed 22nd at KHSAA State Meet.
Ryan Thurman placed 2ncl
Who's back: Ryan Thurman (Sr ). Colby Fox (Sr )
Chantry Carroll (So Aaron Collie (So t Kelsey
Gray (Sr I Holli Warm (Sr ). Hannah Simnxins (Jr ).
Kaillyn Cory (Sol. Jordan Tetrev 1.So t
Who's new: Ricky Reynolds (Sr ). Blake
Weatheringion (So ). Zech Eelts iSo Eric Wiakier
(Fr.). Anse Daniel (So I
Outlook: The Lakers and Lady Lakers both ffered
heavy losses from 2009-s teams. but n•'
leaders in Thurman on the boys side
the girls Thurman is an individual state tlf,e
tender and Calloway hopes to contend for state bids
for both teams Depth is in short supply on the girls
side. and Jared says GutsiOe of Thurman and Gray.
he needs the rest of his squad to run with more confidence
Up Next St Mary Invitational at Noble Park In
Paducah. 9 30 a in Saturday

WEEK 4
SCOREBOARD

MURRAY HIGH VS. BALLARD MEMORIAL
FRIDAY III 7:30 P.M.

T mes

Calloway
County senior
Ryan Thurman
at
the
runs
Madisonville
Invitational on
4.
Sept.
Thurman, last
year's Class AA
state runner-up.
is a contender
to win an individual state title
again this season.

2010 PRLP CROSS COlINTRY

pointing regional performance into a
groundbreaking state run that took him all
the way to second place in Class AA w•ith
time of 16:54.30 at Lexington's Kentucky
Horse Park.
"I think it kind of changed his strategy.
said Jared, whose Lakers have run two
meets so far this season and are lined up to
compete at the St. Nlary InY•itational on
Saturday.
"He no longer had to worry about positioning for the team and was able to just
open up and go. If he ran it well, awesome.
If he didn't. he wasn't hurting anybody but
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TY HOLLAND STADIUM

Ballard Memorial at

On the defense
Racer Sports in Brief

Newcomb
named
Golfer of
the Week
From MSLI Athletics
Murray State sophotnore
Patrick Newcomb is the Ohio
Valley Conference Golfer of
the Week in an announcement
made by the league office.
The Benton native won his
first collegiate golf tournament Tuesday at the Wasioto
Winds Fall Kick-Off hosted
by Morehead State at Wasioto
Winds GC in Pineville.
tiNewcomb carded
under-par 67 in the first round
to get off to a great start. arid
followed it with a 1 -under-par
71 in the afternoon round on
Monday. He finished with a
2-under-par 70 on Tuesday.
afternoon for an 8-under-par
208 and a five-shot victory
over teammates Cameron
Carrico and William Hunt.
Against a field of 10 teams
OVC
four
(including
schools), the Racers shot a
combined 845 to win the team
title and best second place
Belmont by an impressive 40
shots.
The Racers' next event is
Monday and Tuesday at the
Cardinal Invitational at the
Cardinal Club in Louisville.
MSU returns honie to
Miller Memorial GC Oct. 4-5
to host the MSU Invitational.

MURRAY
WELCOMES
HIGH-POWERED
BALLARD
OFFENSE
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Through their first four games
this season. the Murray High
defense has been suffocating.
The Tigers have shut out two
of their four opponents, and held
Fulton County to just six points
last week. allowing the lone Pilot
touchdown late in the second
quarter — long after the starting
defensive unit had retired for the
half.
Calloway
against
Even
County, where they' gave up 21
points, the Tiger defense still
snatched five inerceptions and
forced two fumbles, one of which
they recovered.
The C.alloway game serves as
the only blemish on an otherwise
season-long shutout for the first
string defense at Murray High.
Head coach Steve Duncan
knows that Friday night's
matchup with Ballard Memorial
could provide a different story,
however.
"It would be different if they'

Calloway Co. at
Heath
Hopkins Co. Central at
Boonville (Ind.)

Friday
Ballard Memorial at Murray

Lone Oak at

When: 7 30 p in
Where: Ty Hotland Stadium
TV. MES Ch 15
Radio WEGS, 103 7 FM
Records: Murray 4-0 (0-0 1-2A)
Bedard Memonal 1-2 (0-0 1-1A)
Keys to the game: The Tger defense
need another strong performance
against a hgh-octane Ballard offense
under the direction of senior quarteiback Alex Mallory Mallory is a multifaceted quarterback who accounted
tor five touchdowns on last yea, s 59-40
Murray High victor,, throwing ler three
emote runntng for two more On offense
the Tgers will rely on a heavy dose of
Matt Deese and Christian Duncan as
well as others to ke.ep the chams moving aga,nst a good 3-4 Ballard defense

were just a passing team,Duncan said. "But their offense
means they can score at any time.
whether it's late in the game or
whenever. The can hit the deep
passes. as well as run. So this is
going to be a really' good test for
us, and we have to be prepared."
Duncan said that preparation
starts with conditioning. Over the
past two weeks. the first string
offensive and defensive units
have been used sparingly. meaning the starters have not been
placed in game-like situations
over four quarters of football in
21 days.
Duncan used Monday as a
conditioning day for his team.
•See TIGERS, 8A

Caldwell Co.

Todd

Reidland at
Fulton Co.
Mayfield at
Graves Co.
Christian Co. at
Hopkinsville
Muhlenberg Co. at
Marshall Co.
Fort Campbell at
Paducah Tilghman
Crittenden Co. at
Webster Co.
GREG WADDELL/ Ledger 8 Times
Defensive coordinator Tony Boone talks with linebacker
Matt Deese atter a play Friday night against Fulton
County. Boone has his defense ready to go for Ballard.

FRIDAY III 7:30 P.M. III PIRATE STADIUM

Down to
business
LAKERS "TRAVEL -11)
HEAT!! LOOKING To
picK FIRcl Nt
By RICKY MARTIN

RICKY MARTIN / Leuger & Times
Sophomore quarterback Tyler Greer delivers a pass
against Mayfield Friday night as Mayfield's Kyle Downing
closes in.

Co. Central at

Fulton City

CALLOWAY COUNTY VS. HEATH

Volleyball
set to open
OVC play
against
Peay, TSU
The Murray State volley•ball team will be on the road
one more weekend before
playing its first match of the
season at Racer Arena.
This weekend. the Racers
also begin Ohio Valley
Coaerence action. with
matches against Austin Peay
Friday at 7 p.m. and
Tennessee State Saturday at 2
p.m.
The Lady Govs will ()pen
the home pyirtion of their season after going 9-1 in their
opening toumaments. APSU
has been victorious in its last
eight matches.
The Racers and APSU
split the 2009 series. with
each teani winning on their
home courts.
The Tigers are currently
2-6 after winning their first
matches of the season last
weekend. TSU lost the first
six matches of the season

Murray

Assistant Sports Editor
Josh McKeel said getting hai..k
on the grass Monday afternoon
for practice was ironic.
Not ironic solely because the
last time his Likers stepped onto
a. they. weren't ready to play' —
which McKeel will be the first to
admit — but ironic because of
what the patches of grass inside
lack D. Rose Stadium and at the
practice field hme held tor him
tuid his uppen:lassmen — particularly the seniors — over the past
few year:.
TYvo years ago. it proy ided a
foundation Tor an 11-3 season that
ended in the Class 4A state semifinals.
Friday night. it NAN a disappointing loss. one in yyhich
McKee' said his team simply did
not show up.
Monday afternoon. however. it

Friday

2010 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
CIASS 1A, Disimil 1
4-0
Mayfield
0-0
3-0
Crittenden Co. 0-0
1-2
Ballard Mem. 0-0
0-0
0-4
Fulton City
0-4
0-0
Fulton Co.
CIASS 2A, DisTRicT 1
Murray
0-0
4-0
2-1
Caldwell Co. 0-0
2-1
0-0
Reidland
0-0
1-3
Trigg Co.
Heath
0-0
0-3
CLASS 2A, DisTRicr 2
Hancock Co. 0-0
3-1
3-1
O'boro Oath. 0-0
2-2
Todd Co. Cent. 0-0
Fort Campbell 0-0
1-3

Calloway Co. vs. Heath
When. 7 30 p m
Where, Pirate Stadium (West
Ky I
Radio. WAAJ 89 7 FM
Records: Calloway Co 0-4 (0-0 1441 Heath 0-,0-0 1-2AI
Keys to the game: The Lakers
need 6 .-omplete oedormance att
three ohases of the gar-4. pa•1,:ttlatty
on defense Aber, tr,v-, go to st,do Heath
quarterback Jave,Bell Bel, an ath.et
tc runner voth an etticienr CCM Introduces a dlterent dtmenston than nhat
the Laker defense has seen so far thfs
season E xpect sophomore quarterback Tyler Greer to zonticue to
Improve espectally von the return nt
senior wide-out Shawn Thompson

yy as simply an cipp(irtunity to start
()yet
"It v.as just good to get back
on the grass and get that bitter
taste out of our mouth.- McKeel
said. "It was good to get back on
the grass and start working again.
because (last) Fnday night %NJ. ,i
disappointment.After the Laker,' 48-0 loss to
See LAKERS,8A

CLASS 3A, DisTRicT 1
0-0
3-1
Union Co.
2-2
Pad. Tilghman 0-0
2-2
Webster Co. 0-0
0-4
McLean Co.
0-0
CLASS 4A, DisTRIcr 1
4-0
Lone Oak
0-0
Calloway Co. 0-0
0-4
Hopkins Cent. 0-0
0-4
CLASS 4A, DISTRICT 2
Allen Co.-Scot. 0-0
3-0
0-0
1-2
Russell Co.
Franklin-Simp. 0-0
1-3
0-0
1-3
Logan Co.
Warren East
0-0
1-3
CIASS 6A, DISTRICT 1
Graves Co.
1-0
1-2
1-2
O'boro Apollo 1-0
Henderson Co. 0-0
2-2
Daviess Co.
0-0
1-2
Marshall Co. 0-0
1-3
0-4
Muhlenberg Co.0-2
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•Runners
From Page 7A
himself. St) he a. really able to
push the pace. I think he realized
that if he had to do something on
hi• own. it might be the best
thing for hint"
It was a good realization for
Thurman to have coming into
his senior year.
As the top returning runner in
the class (last y.eafs No. 1 finisher graduated). he comes into
the 2010 season as a legitimate
state title contender.
Jared hesitates to put the title
of frontrunner on his senior
leader. however. Due to realignment, ses.eral of the top runners
from A and AAA have moved
into the Lakers' class.
Still. Jared wants Thurman to
understand one thing this fall -he should be a tirst-place contender in every nieet he runs.
"It's the attitude he should go
in with." Jared says. "I told him
if he's getting into the first haifmile of a run and there's somebody ahead of him, they probably shouldn't be there. For the
past two years, he could just settle back in fourth or fifth place
and try to pick people off. This
year. he should lead most races
in the area...

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger &
Times
Calloway County senior
Kelsey Gray runs at the
Madisonville Invitational
Sept. 4.
Thurman got off to a strong
start this season, taking first at
the Heath Pirate Invitational on
Aug. 26, but he fell to fifth at the
Madisonville Invitational on
Sept. 4 despite improving his

time.
It was a meet that will likely
fuel Thurman going forward —
the top four slots went to 3A
runners. but Webster County
junior Jon Ashby.. who finished
23rd in the 2A state meet last
year. took founh. eclipsing
Thurman.
is
Thurman
While
Calloway's pacesetter on the
boys side, a similar role falls to
senior Kelsey. Gray on the girls
side.
A runner since middle school.
Gray is one of only six girls on
the Lady Laker roster and will
be leaned on heavily for leadership. not only on the course but
emotionally. as well.
The Lady. Lakers suffer the
loss of Taylor Futrell. who had
been the state-qualifying squad's
top runner for the past two seasons. Futrell, the point guard for
Calloway's regional runner-up
basketball team, chose not to run
this season in order to focus on
her pnmary spon.
Other returnees to the girls
squad are senior HoIli Warm,
sophomore Kaitlyn Cory and
Hannah Simmons, who was the
squad's third finisher at state last
year. Additions to the roster

include sophomores Jordan
Tetrev. a state qualifier in the
8(X) meter in track and field, and
Attie Daniel. another track competitor who also plays soccer.
"I'm going old school. just
trying to recruit from other
spons. looking up and down the
halls." says Jared.
On the boys side, senior
Colby Fox provides additional
experience to complement
Thuman. but he'll he splitting
time with soccer.
Sophomore Chantry Carroll
was the Lakers' second finisher
at both Heath and Madisonville.
and Jared say.s he needs only
confidence to become an upperechelon runner.
Calloway will also look to
sophomore Aaron Collie and
freshman soccer player Eric
Winkler to figure into its top
five.
Despite the inexperience,
Jared says the goal for both
squads is qualifying for state.
"We had a nice run there for a
couple years. then we had that
hiccup with the boys last year,"
he said. "We may not qualify
every. single year. but we want to
have a shot. and that doesn't
change this year."

▪ Lakers
1

From Page 7A
Class A No. 1 Mayfield, the
Lakers se! their sights directly on
Heath and what the Pirates will
have in store for them Friday
night.
But the Lakers will not look
like the same team on Friday
night that they have over the last
four weeks — both in a literal and
physical sense.
McKee! has said his team svill
not enter a garne as unprepared as
they were a week ago against the
Cardinals. and to make sum of
that. McKee' is doing some rearranging on both sides ot the ball.
"We made some changes in
practice and we have gone to
more of a two-platoon system."
McKeel said. "We are going to
have an offensive unit and a
defensive unit, with a few players
playing both ways. But this allows
us. instead of having to split time
with kicLs on both sides of the ball,
to now have two hours with a

majority of our kids on one side of
the football. It's going to allow us
to focus kids on certain areas, and
hopefully. make sure we are prepared."
Now the Lakers will have only
six players on their 22-man starting squad that will play. both ways
come Friday night. Josh Friedrich.
Keaton Starks and Garrett Cowen
will continue to take reps and see
ac6on at both wide receiver and
defensive back with senior Shawn
Thompson returning from injury
this week to do the same.
Junior Dustin Harvey will continue to anchor both the offensive
and defensive lines, and senior
Michael Treadway is the only
other Laker expected to set significant time a.s a member of both
units, platooning as both a running back and a defensive end.
The Lakers will unleash their
newly renovated starting squad
against a winless Heath team led
'oy junior quarterback Javen Bell.

Bell is not just an athlete and a we took care of that Monday.
runner. but a fairly efficient passer After our great start and a couple
as well. something McKee! said of mistakes here and there, we
his defense has not seen yet quite were maybe starting to forget hov-.
good we can be. but we have fixed
to this level.
"The one thing our defense that now."
will have to be ready' for is Bell."
McKee! said."We haven't seen an
2010 LAKER STATS
athletic quarterback as he is. They
47
2
0 21 24
Calloway
run the option well...as well as
Opponents 26 42 33 58 - 159
throw the screen well. Bell's athTEAM STATISTICS
leticism proposes a different chalOPP
CCHS
lenge, because we haven't seen
46
65
First Downs
that before. We have seen bal153-932
92-193
Rushes-Yards
749
630
Passing Yards
anced offettses, but we haven't
37-60-4
Comp- Att-I nt 58-136-11
seen that quarterback that can
1562
942
Total Yards
make plays, and he does a gre,at
5-4
5-3
Fumbles-Losi
PenaIhes - Yards 20-145
26-222
job of that."
•••
McKee! said that in preparaINDIVICAIAL STATISTICS
tion for Bell and the Heath Pirates.
RUSNING — Treadway 26-133 TD
he has reminded his team not to
Powell 13-35 Cowen 11-24 Greer 31!et doubt or complacency set in.
15
and that if they put in the svork,
RASSENG — Greer 56-133-10 744 4TD,
Gowen 2-3-1 3 TD
the wins will come.
RECEIVING — Friedrich 23-413 4TD.
"I think some of the doubt had
Starks 18-160 TD Thompson 5-76
started to creep in. even anxingst
4-34
Cowen
5-38
Billington
our players," McKeel said. "But
Treacktay 1-17 Powell 1-10 Irwin 1-2

•Tigers
From Page 7A
acknowledging still that it's a
challenge to stay in game shape
when you are not playing every
snap.
"You get really. conditioned
when you play. a game." Duncan
said. "In our first two gtunes. we
played our starters four quarters.
and we were really glad to see
they were in shape...It's gonna be
very key' that we have more juice
and wheels at the end of the garne
than we had to have against
Fulton City. and Fulton County.
We didn't have to play that long.
so we didn't get as conditioned as
we usually do."
The major reason for the
Tigers' urgency' to make sure they
remain in game-shape prior to
Friday's matchup — a 6'4" quarterback named Alex Mallory,
who helped the Bombers hang a
40-spot on the Tigers a year ago.
Even though Murray. High
won 59-40. Mallory. threw for
264 yards with three touchdowns.
and also found paydin twice on
the ground behind 74 yards rushing.
Duncan said stopping the
multi-faceted quarterback has

been a major focus dunng practice so far this week.
"We want to always take the
run away first because if they can
ran on us, then that makes the
passing even more deadly...
Duncari said. "(Mallory) is kind
of a Tebow-like kid in high
school, so they are going to try. to
run him arid he's going to run. He
slashed us last year, scored touchdowns,g.ained a lot of yanlage. so
that's what we will work on all
week long."
Stopping Mallory. will involve
shutting down some of his key
playmakers as well. including
senior wide-out Alex Hill, who
caught ten balls for 252 yards and
two scores in the Bombers' 37-12
victory' over Heath two weeks
ago
"He is great," Duncan said of
Hill. "He is one of the best
receivers in westem Kentucky
hands down, so we have got a
huge game."
The Tigers are no slouch on
offense either, however, outscoring their opponents 147-27 so far
this season. and even though
Ballard has had two weeks to prepare for the Tigers after an open
week last Enda!, Duncan said his

team has stuck with their nor-Ina]
routine throughout the week.
"We are basically doing what
we always do." Duncan said."We
have been working hard on their
offensive plays as well as what
we are going to do offensisicly.
We will just be concentrating. and
we don't want to change anything
because we feel like we have a

20 36 — 147
0 — 27
7

70 21
Opponents 0 20
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
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Nobody ran protect your AUTO a
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St-. Murray KY • 753-3415
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SCOREBOARD

KHSAA Spor!s Today
Boys Soccer
Today
Caikmay C,o al Murray p
Gins Soccer
Today
Graves Co at Calloway Co 7 15 p
Volleyball
Today
Calloway Cc at 5A0••0‘,
Maio. League Elsseball
American League
Alt Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
86 57 607
Tampa Bay
Ne. York
88 58 603 1 2
Boston
82 64 562 6 1.2
73 73 50015 1/2
Toronto
Batts-nous
58 88 39730 1 ', 2
Central Division
w L Pct GB
87 58 600
Minnesota
—
Chicago
79 66 545
3
72 74 49315 1,2
Detrort
27
Kansas City
60 85 414
28
59 86 407
Cleveland
West Division
L Pct GB
W
82 63 566
—
Texas
72 73 497
10
Oakland
11
71 74 490
Los Angeles
Seattle
55 91 37727 1/2
Wednesday's Games
Boston 5 Seattle 1
L A Angels 7 Cleveland 0
Baltimore 3 Toronto 1

s.116r,esots Chs-aqo W'Kte S, • •
Kansas CA'6 Oakland 3
National League
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
86 61 585
Philadelphia
3
565
64
83
Atlanta
12
73 72 503
Florida
73 73 50012 1 2
New York
62 84 42523 _
Washtngton
Central Division
w L Pct GB
—
83 63 568
Conconnat
8
74 70 514
St Louis
13
479
70 76
Houston
67 7846215 1/2
Milwaukee
18
65 81 445
Chicago
48 97 33134 1/2
Prttsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
82 63 566
San Diego
82 64 562 1/2
San Fiancisco
80 66 548 2 1.2
Colorado
72 74 49310 1/2
Los Angeles
58 68 39724 1/2
Anzona
Wedriesday's Games
Washington 4 Atlanta 2
Milwaukee 8 Houston 6 10 innings
Colorado 9 San Dego 6
Cinconnato 7 Arizona 5
Philadelphia 10, Florida 5
N Y Mets 8 Pittsburgh 7
Chicago Cubs 7. St Louts 3
San Framosco 2 L A Dodgers 1

PREP C01.1:

Lady Lakers, Lakers win at
Mayfield Country Club
Staff Report
Calloway County's boys and
girls continued to rack up the
wins Wednesday at Mayfield
Count!): Club as the boys defeated the hornestanding Cardinals
while the girls took out both
Mayfield arid Heath.
Hunter Garrison and Brock
Simmons were co-medalists for
the L.akers. each shooting a 35.
while Madison Connell was the
medalist on the girls side with a
36.
As a tetun. Calloway's boys
shot 146 to hest Mayfield by 10
strokes. Other Laker finishers
were Daniel Harper at 36.
Chasten Howard at 40. Connor
Wagner at 44 and Jeremy Pruitt

at 46.
Mayfield was paced by Trey
Whitnell. who shot a 37.
The Lady Lakers fired 168 as
a team to defeat Heath by 21
strokes and Mayfield, which didn't field enough golfers to accumulate a team score.
Behind Connell, Calloway got
a 39 from Sununer Simmons. a
46 from Safiah Hassan, a 47 from
Chelsea Holzschun a 55 from
Enca Rogers and a 60 from
Hailey Harrison.
Heath was led by Madison
Farr. vwho shot a 39.
Calloway's golf squads retum
to action today at Murray
Countr) Club as they take on
Murray. and Livingston Central.
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50
First Downs
156-882 106-186
Rushes-Yards
542
101
Passing Yards
Comp-Att-int
6-18-2 32-82-16
724
991
Total Yards
8-6
9-3
Fumbles-Lost
24-63
Penatties-Yards 27-216
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1NOSVIOUAL STATISTICS
%AWING — M Deese 47-264 4TD
Duncan 29-237 3TO. Dans 17-100
2TD Phillips 15-76 2TD Holland 11K DeeSe 14-40 Stephens 1-30.
Coop 3-24. Fields 6-21 TD.
Humphrey 3.15 TD. Boone 5-12.
Skinner 1-(-2). Lee 4-1-9)
PASSING — K. Deese 6-13-1 101 3TD
M Deese 0-1-0 O. Duncan 0-2-1 0
Boone 0-2-0
RECVVING — Foster 2-44 2TD M
Deese 1-24 ID. Cherry 1-21 Fieids'
16 Duncan 1-h-4)
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Legal
Notice

ORDINANCE NO.91-1101-4
Notice is hereby given that the Calloway ("minty Fiscal Court of Calloway
County, Murray. Kentucky. at a meeting to be held at the hour of 5:30 PM on
Wednesday September 29, 2010, in Calloway County Courthouse, 101 south 5th
Street, Murray_ Kentucky vrill give a final reading to and consider for passage
and enactment the following Ordinance:
kMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE 91-1101-A ESTABLISHING A 911 EMER
tltiNC TELEPHONE SERVICE FOR THE COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
ViTHEREAS. in Ordinance Number 91-1101-A, the Ftscal Court of Callowas
County enacted ordinance 91-1101-A on the 1st day of November. 1991 establish
mg a 911 Emergency Telephone Service for Calloway County
WHEREA.S. on Monday. September 13, 2010 the Calloway County newel Court
passed on the 1st reading an amendrnent to the above ordinance wherein the
sennc-e charge levied against telephone service subscribers was re-directed to be
paid to the Calloway County Fiscal Court in order to establish E 911 Emergency
System to be operated by The Calloway County Sheriffs Department
Notice is further hereby given that the above amended ordinance was submitted
and paaaed in a first reading at the regularly scheduled meeting of the Calloway
County Fiscal Court held on September 13. 2010 at the hour of 5-30 p m , at the
Calloway County Courthouse. 101 South 5th Street. Murray. Kentucky_
This the 13th day of September, 2010
Larry Elkins
Calloway County Judge Executive

NOTICE OF HEARING

Come out to the
Fair Grounds Market
for the Quilt Dedication Day!
Quilt Displays, Seminars, & Work
Shops will be available. 9am-1pm.

Pies. B30. Salsa's, & Cinnamon Rolls
will be available for purchase along
with Fall Produce.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers as
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentions° hereon
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of rts employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for tneir
activities
[ 050
Lost and Found

The MURRAY INDEPENDENT BOARD OF
EDUCATION will hold a public hearing in the Murray Board
of Education Board Room, 208 South 13th Street, Murray,
Kentucky on September 23, 2010, at 6:30 P.M. to hear public
comments regarding a prtposed general tax levy of 52.6 cents
on real property and 52.6 cents on personal property.
The General fund tax levied in fiscal year 2010 was 51 cents
on real property and 51 cents on personal property E.nri produced revenue of $2,154,632.80. The proposed General Fund
tax rate of 52.6 cents on real property and 52.6 cents on personal property is expected to produce $2,282,272.10. Of this
amount $278,420.06 if from new and personal property. The
compensating tax for 2011 is 50.5 cents on real property and
50.5 cents on personal property and is expected to produce
$2,191,154.78.
The general areas to which revenue of $127,639.30 above 2010
revenue is to be allocated are as follows: unfunded State mandates, salaries, and reductions in State funding.
The General Assembly has required publication
of this advertisement and information
contained herein.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
OF PROPOSED TAX RATE
Todd Powell. Calloway County Extension Agent for
Agriculture/Natural Resources
The Calloway County Extension District Board will held a public hearing on Tuesday September 28, 2010 at 8:30am till 9:00am at the
Calloway County Extension Office for the purpose of obtaining comment from the public regarrling proposed 2010 tax rates. All rates are
per $100 assessed valuation of property.
The tax levied last year on real property for the Extension Service
District. svas 1.5 and produced revenue of $234,340.00. This years compensating rate is 1.5 and would produce revenue in the amount of
$240.187.16. The Calloway County.' Extension District Board propose,

JOIN the Jasmine's
Family! Now hiring Day
& Night shift servers,
and bartenders for
Part-time weekends.
Apply in person. 270761 THAI.
LPNIFIN Full-time 6am2pm. Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 VV.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.
NOW HIRING housekeepers
at
Best
Western. Apply within.

Call 753-1916
060

i*ow-ted

A Licensed Plumber
Must have
Journeyman or Master
Plumbing license &
recent plumbing experience Please call
753-2355
BF3IGH1-ER Horizons
Child Development
Center located at 629
N. 4th street is hinng a
full-time Pre-School
teacher immediately
Early childhood experience and sorne coiege education preferred but not required
Minimal requirements:
Babysitting expenence
and three job references. Contact
Director Robyn Darnall
at 759-1926 to inquire.
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton has a part-time
dietary position available. Must be flexible to
WOlil any shift. weekends and holidays
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
Main
2607
Street
Benton, KY 42025 No
phone calls please
EOE'AAE

bales coreers
s -ther-posItiOns
Sond to
n.r)
. grov 11
1`,11i.o.4.v KY, "-t_2071
WESTERN Kentucky
Neurology is seeking a
full time CNA or LPN.
hours
are
Office
Monday-Friday 8arnmao
5pm. Please
resume to: Practice
Manager at Western
Kentucky Neurology,
Dr Christopher King.
300 S. 8th Street Suite
282W, Murray, KY
42071

DEPENDABLE
and
honest single Mom
needs work, Will do
house cleaning, windows, yard work, run
errands, sii with ill or
elderty. house sit, walk
your dog. etc. Have references. 270-873-2051
or 270-227-7537.
HOME cleaning services. 227-7129.
Pnvate duty sitting for
the sick and elderly
24+ years expenence
in the home and hospital Do have references 270-933-0621
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSESOFFICES
TO CLEAN 270-2274502

Additional revenue generated will be used for general expenditures of
the Calloway County Extension District

NOTICE OF BOND SALE
The Calloway County- Kentucky School Distnet
Fmance Corporation, vnll until 12:00 PM .EDST.
on September 23. 2010 receive in the office of the
Kentucky School Fanlrties Construction
Commission. Sint. 102, 229 %V Main Street.
Frankfort. Kentucky 40601. competitive bids for its
86,775,000 School Budding Refunding Revenue
Bonds. Second Senes 2010. dated October I, 2010,
maturing June 1. 2011 through 2022 Specific information and required Official Bid Form available tr.
'
POS at sinny.reamuni coin from ROA,
Resonates. LLC BQ

NOTICE
The contents of units 6, 9, 15, 26. 27 &
located at Hwy 299 Mini Storage have
been abandoned and will be sold at
Auction on Sept 25, at 8:00 a.m. if payment has not been fully paid by then.

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
C.ALL 753-1916

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times wili be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.

Coenputers

DISCLAIMER
Nr. hen a..c--,ing the
'help wanted' sestion
on our lassitieds
wehpage at
Muria!,ledger corn.
you will he redirn led
to Jr:briefs+ ork som
By default.
Murray and
Joh
listing. will appeal on
this website
HO% es et. it, national
*etKite, noi all liciings
on the isstmetwork som
are plased through
the Alurras Ledger
& Times Please s all
us it sou base any
questions regarding
the Murray area
p.-th listings Thank sou
EXPERIENCED body
men needed. Please
apply at Parker Ford
Body Shop 753-5273
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7-90PM
No phone calls.
HAIR Stytist needed for
Salon. booth rent 270559-9263

West Kentucky Educational Cooperatrve is now
accepting applications for the full-time posibon
(240days annually) of an Associated Grant
Wnter. Primary responsibilities include grant
prospecting and research; grant proposal preparation, implementation of grants, management
of grants and internal grant activity reporting
Demonstrated ability to write and communicate
effectively required. Baccalaureate or higher
professional degree and a minimum of three
years progressively increasing expenence
education. project management and grant writing preferred. Salary commensurate with years
of expenence, educational background, and the
approved classified salary schedule of the West
Kentucky Educational Cooperative

M•romum ot an Associate Degree and experience in educabon or related field preferred
Interestea candidates must submit a resume of
professional and educational expenence. three
professional references and letter of interest to.
Daniel Lonsway. Director at
Project TAHOE ID
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
420 Wells Hall. Murray State University
Murray. KY 42071-3318
Application deadline:
Friday. October 8. 2010
Inquires shoula be directed to Daniel Lonsway
at 270-809-6177. danieLlonsway0wkec.org or
to John C Settle at 270-809-6975 Of
john.settle wkec.org
The West kentucicy Educational Cooperatrve
Is an equal opportunity employer

ADULT FOSTER CARE PROVIDER
Opponunity for a meaningful and rewarding
expenence. This position ts responsible for providing a family atmosphere for adults with mental retardatomdeveloprnental disabilrbes in your
own home. Monthly Service fee as well as
room and board stipend provided. Applicant
must be 21 of age Background check is
required for all states resided/worked in over
the past year. Competitive ;alary, experience a
plus but not regutred, aii training provided.
Forward resume to Anne Thurman, Human
Resources, Four Rrvers Behavioral Health. 425
Broadway, Paducah. KY 42001. Applications
available on line at www,4br0..g_rg. EOE

HELP WANTED

a tax rate of 1.55, which will produce a total of $248,193.40 Revenue
expected from New Real property' is $13,852.96.

Employment Opportunity

West Kentucky Educational Cooperative is now
accepting applications for the full-time position
(240 days annually! of Administrative Assistant
Primary responsibilities irolude record keeping,
budget and expenditure management, scheduling. communication and general correspondence and communication Salary commensurate with years of experience, educational background. and the approved classified salary
schedule of the West Kentucky Educational
Cooperative

Interested candidate must submn a resume of
professional 8 educational experience. three
professional references
and a letter of
interest to
Todd Warren, Director ot the Consortium for
innovations in Education
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
420 Wells Hall. Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3318
Application deadlineFriday, October 8, 2010

• PECO
AccOptinq

JUST give us a can.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one weli
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Employment Opportunity

MOM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
Repairs'Upgrades
759.3556

Senior Support Services Associate
The Purchase Distnct Health Department
is seeking applicants to fill a full-time position
as a Sensor Support Services Associate I
based at the Calloway County Health Center,
Murray, KY. Duties include, but are no t limited
to: data entry, clerical. receptionist. and medicai records. Starting salary is $8.40 per hour.
EducaboMExperence: High school diploma or
GED One year of moderateiy difficult business
or public administrative experience in a medical. hospital or administrative office environment using electronic office equipment and
protessional software Additional education
(college. vocational school, etc.) in business
education or a medically related field may substitute for the required expenence on a year for
year basis.
Excellent fringe package. Increase in salary
during the first year or employment.
Applicators may be picked up at any of the
Purchase District Health Centers. Pre-employment screening required. Resumes DO NOT
substitute for applications Completed applications must be returned to the Purchase District
Health Department no later than end of business, September 27. 2010.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

AN-ROUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6904
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray
GOOD used air conditioner. stove. refrigerator. electric S gas
heater. storm windows
753-4109

1
lik7617
Bntthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN posotion We also offer ar
excellent benefit package Must be license
in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Brathaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hvry 641 S
Bentor KY 42025
EOE AAF NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

WASHER
& dryer
istackable and regular)
Case tractort801 B),
real estate lots Will
consider trades. 7534109. 227-1546

The Wes! Kentucky Educational Cooperatrve
Square
BERMUDA
Bales out cf the bam
$4 50 each 27C 2935381

Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Factory Seconds
270-767-1900
702 N. 12th St
Murray
WOOD ourning fireplace insert with blower. $200 270-436-6333
270-227-6799

270
Hoak Homes For Sae 1
''OWNER Finance”
3BR, 2BA, nice country
setting on 9+ acres
$4.950 down $695/mo
Hardin. 615-397-3171
16x74. 2006, 213-F)
2BA. Fox Meadows
270-293-5293
16X80 3BR.
2BA
Fleetwood Must rnove
$13,500
753-1856.
227-2394
2BR & Lot, S12.900
270-753-6012
280
Mobil Noma For Rail
NICE 2 bedroom 20
pets 753-9866

Amana HD Dryer berth
Roper HD Washer XLG
S250 Fngidaire Chest
Freezer $125 or $300
takes ali 3. 270-7539569
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARO-EUKINS

E South 12th St
(27a) 753-1713

ol:15

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and depost
required 753-4109
1BR Apartmert Clean
& Nice. All appliances
including WA). No pets.
Ceb
270-436-2524,
270-293-6906

GET INTO

Vi

YE GAWIF
Subscribefor oll your bowknotfootball action.' a
a

LOUR &TIMES
Home Delivery
3 mo.--MOO
6 mo.
1

Rest of KYTI-N
& Suklurias,
3 MO.
6 mo.
1 yr.
I Check

..370.50
-..S90.00
S120.00

a
a

Local Mail
3 mo.
1

a

All Other Mail
It
Subscriptiorts
3 mo.
-S75.00
6 tno.
$%.00
41.45.00
1 yr.

Money Order

Visa

Name
St Address._

150
Aiticles
For Sale

Inquires should tie directed to Todd VVarren at
270-809-3493, todd.warren@wkec org or to
John C Settle at 270-809-6975 or
iohn.settle0wkec.org

CHRISTOPFIER S
COINS
gains Medi
f-a:c
Trend-N and
Treasures Free gifts
for kids
Buy and
appraise coins 270
753-4161

Buying 8 Selling
old U S Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
Jolters halves.
quarters. dimes.
gold coins. proof
sets mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999

City
I State

Zip

Da vtime Ph
I
Matl this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Time,
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,
42071
Or call (2701 753-1916
•

CLASSIFIEDS

28 • Thursday, September 16, 2010

Hilldale Apartments

tor. y0:1/ 1 htfi?

We Otter:
•Ali Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

No credit check. Criminal check. 3 year
residency required, Zero drug policy.

Call (270)437-4113
iim••••=•••••••

1BR pnce reduced,
various
locations
Coleman
FIE 7539898
2BR Duplex, close to
MSU. 908 N. 18th St.
$425/rno, w/d, available Mid October. 27°293-3446
2BR duplex. No pets.
753-0259
4BR. Cti-I/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

tst Full Mo Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnye
I BR & 2BR Apts

SLsrage AZ:7
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY.42071
270-75'3-5562

270-753-8S5b
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 .
6
! Equal oppoqut,t,

In

APARTHAZEL
MENTS.
We Now Have a 1BR
Apartment Available
Phone: 492-8721 Man.
& Thurs. 10-12pm
TDD No. 1-800-6486056. Equal Housing
Opportunity
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazei. We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash. and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/H/A, W&D,
$550 water, sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets. 293-3710 2934600
LARGE, 3BR, 2 full
bath, all appliances,
C/1-1/A. lawn service.
227-5173.
NEW Renovated Loft
Style Apartment. New
appliances with wid.
$400/mo, plus deposit
662-812-9260
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
'Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal !lousing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view. WM,
refrigerator,
stove.
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electnc
$600/mo pius deposit
270-492-8211

J&L RENTALS
MIN1-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. & raw:Pole.
HMO $25 10415 S40
(270i 436-2524
(2701 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate controi
storaoe
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Coneeericei Prop. For Rent
2 bay shop with drair
office and bathroom
Maple St $375/mo
308
North
12th
1,000sqft. Now Cherry
Tree. Available October
1st. $750/mo. 270-7539212
RETAIL Store in Hazel.
SF
re.
5000
$1000.00/month.
270-492-8211

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

Required
4109

3BR. carport, fenced
backyard,
storage.
shade, patio, no pets.
$685/mo.
270-2936070
BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom
home
in
Brick
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Floors,
Hardwood
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan yeth lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Cali for your
private showing 27°753-2905.

2BR,

IBA,

NICE
C/H/A, 3 acres, private

setting, 3 mt. from
Murray. $500/mo Pets
OK. 227-0430

WATERFRONT For
Rent, 388. 2BA. wart
sun-roorn. 230080. 3
aces overlooking KY
Lake More info go to
www hamkntakereireat
or 436-5091. Leave
message

YARD SALE

FRIDAY

2016 BROOKHAVEN

7:00-3:00
Singer Portable Sewing Machine,
Vacuum, 2 Large Wicker Chairs.
Exercise Equipment. Plus Size Ladies.
Mens & Kids Clothes, Christmas
Decorations, Crafts. Scrapbook &
Kitchen Items. Rug Cleaner, Golf Clubs.
Jewelry & Watches

HUGE
MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
Tools, Furniture.
Toys. Namebrand
Clothes, Home
Decor, 40 Gallon I
Aquarium

GARAGE SALE I
1609 GREENBRIAR
CORNER OF
HERMiTAGE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7

1662 CALLOWAY
AVE.

SATURDAY

YARD SALE
510 BLAIR ST
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Shot Guns &
Rifles, (4)
Winchester 94
30-30. Antiques,
Wood Lathe, Fish
Cooker and
Much More!

BEHIND
EAST Y GROCERY
ON 94 EAST
SATURDAY
6:00-12:00

YARD SALE
2461 WEST FORK
RD., 464 WEST, 9
MILE MARKER
270-227-1437
FRI. & SAT
7:00-6:00
SUNDAY 7:00-2:00
new Christmas
items, Cracker
Barrel candles.
quilts. toys clothes
Too Much to Mention

YARD SALE
448 GIBBS

FRIDAY &

STORE ROAD

SATURDAY
6:00-5:00
Rain or Shine
100's ot items for

SATURDAY

5 PARTY
YARD SALE
711 SYCAMORE
STREET IN BACK
SATURDAY

7:00-?
Old & new. old oak
high chair, explosive
box (wood), ice
cream parlor
table/chairs, iewelry,
purses (new), fishing
tackle & lots more

1

ESTATE
725 S. 4TH ST.
4th ST & GLENDALE

THURSDAY &
FRIDAY
7:00-3:00
Furniture, Household
Items, Bedding, &
A Little Bit of

7:00-?

FRIDAY &

only $1.

SATURDAY

Clothing, Household.

Everything!

VFW POST 6291

Some Furniture,

GARAGE SALE

YARD SALE

Bedding,

1702 MAGNOLIA

Christmas Items,

DRIVE

4-PARTY
YARD SALE

FRIDAY &

Things!

SATURDAY

4600 IRVIN
COURT

COBB ROAD

Chnstrnas items
books, furniture,
clothing, dishes,

girls cornforter,

SATURDAY

Clothes. Toys

7:00-5'00

toys, baby buggy,
& Much More,

& Lots Morel

3-PARTY
GARAGE SALE
1706 HOLIDAY
WED-SAT
oak pie sate.
oak wash stancl.
bicycles. books. toys
tapes. all size clothes
decor, cut glass, live
plants. flowers
arrangements.
bedding. dishes. large
variety ot everything

HUGE
5 PARTY
YARD SALE

HAZEL. KY
THURSDAY

11.
111'
i X A11
['WO.

It, 01,1
511 5riu
Klett 1,,r11
2.‘12.,6‘.
1 ,..11..utrrk. I
.41410

I I R51% &
leplere
l'FRCOV1,1
mr_vere

The Edna & Late Charles Farmer Farm

1276 State Route 1362, Sedalia, KY 42079
Prom Mayfield: Take Hort
/ 1"
,8",
r: Lad 3 Mites TO HA,

Ir‘t-- &

LAND
BARGAIN!
Kentucky
Lake
1 to 3 AC - only
$39,900

FRIDAY
7:00-3:00

lx2

71 ACRES

One Day $11.00
Two Days $16.00
Three Days $20.(X)
Nlurray Ledger & Times
753-1916

4536 Ca
From Th,

TOBACCO BARN SELLING IN I TRACT!

-1

F.abs

1,87 Acres
A Hoe
15% Dow
Par Tract,

HARR S
DALE MARKS. BROKERJAUCTIONEER •11.1161102.
MILEAML NAAFIS, BROKEIVADCTIEPIEEN • TIF N1537
KENNETH MARIE , DEALT OPIEUCT/ONEEA
BOLINGER REALTOR/ AUDEI,ONEER
MC

St. Rt.

21
••••,••

ww.hauTisautlion.s.cortt

North • M.idilt•Id.

' or 6'413S PcisbnAr Rd

\..._Esti_c

42064'.
• litokirts•dir: kl 42E40

4 Loader in Lind Narken1111
ItturPraantmenar Ana:wears'

.270-2477.3253 • 270-475-4800

800-380-4318

- REAL. ESTATE AUCTION

AUCTIC,N
;.:rc 2600
Tra:to' • For.

c'Ian • 501
•
•
PI € C
Tra,er •
•
Me 7111er •
C

Compt

Saturday, October 9th 2010 @ 10:00 AM
1144 & 1164 Highland Rd. Murray, KY 42071

A

***Air ..t.

..

TRACT

i

a,'F
e••••••••• Ti- A LT, T 2

-,---.. -- ,,rAt FSTA7F “4,,:i.,

TRACT 3

From Murray, KY: T;loic /t'
EiSt
'Mdes To Highiar,,,
Ril Ociceed Fa Aitetiori Sae
Signs Posted!!

4,000 SO. FT.
4 BEDROOM 3 BATH
BRICK HOME,
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH
HOME,40'x100'
SHOP & 38.879
ACRES IN 5 TRACTS
& COMBiNATIONS!.

2003 GMC
cab. whit(
miles. 2WC
dents, $11
6430.

2002 Chevl
2500 HD
Crew-Cab.
package.
OBO. Cal!
3512

TT.1 '' I'll I• q.,1A1-1,
,II1

BY OWNER- 4.5 acres
on prestigious Oaks
Country Club Road
270-435$70,000.
4001

460

Mim
Income

VISIT HARFUSAUCTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS!

map & pictures plus a
no-pressure. guided
tour.
1-800-704-3154.
x 3589

05 Chevrole
home. 32-ft
11,000 milei
condition. 21
11,

Homes For Sale
3BR. 'IBA, with large
shop North of Murray
753-0531

New 24
Bedroom homes in
Itiverfield E.states.
NBC Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

49a
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
hollandmotorsales.com
270-753-4461

I

EXCELLENT CALLOWAY COUNTY PROPER rr, MARKETABLE
TIMBER! GREAT DEER & TURKEY HUNTING GROUND!
1.5 MILES TO KENTUCKTY LAKE'HIKING & BIKING TRAIL'

•

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, October 9th 2010 4 10:00 AM
Ledbetter Rd., Murray, Kentucky 42071
A 1' ' - •

'

Signs Posted"

46.707 ACRES IN 2 TRA'CTS & COMBINATIONS,' ,
REAL ESTATE TRACTS - Tract 6* : ' A ri'S Tract 7* 4'
Real Estate Sells At 10 00 AM
Atirtior Held At 1164 H • •• • • •• ,••' ,.. • •.. 0 r 1
REAL ESTATE TERMS

Vans

2000 Dodge Granc
Caravan. one owner
condition
excellent
91K, white. $5.500
270-978-6064

27FT Ponta
REDUCED
Microwave,
tor, many e)
270-436-59
436-5492

- VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS.COM FOR ADDITIONAL PHOTOS!

iiiikitiftisR.E.miii.iiisil-4.1-lrE
i

Holds up to

lots of nice stuff

Sat. S
*Mrs Jew

Real Plate Offered At 10.00 AM Auctron Held 411144 Highlund Fd Murray KY POP
REAL ESTATE TERMS

More. Ledger & Tones
'Soto".
fleu-ong

ICEVI

SHORT DRIVE TO MAYFIELD, MURRAY & FULTON!
FARM IS READY FOR PRODUCTION!
AUCTION HELD ON SHE, RE_AL ESTATE WU SELL AT 10.00AM
ro THE HIGHEST BIDDER REGARDLESS OF PRICE'

these tough times_ Call
me now for a FREE

We Finance

YARD SALE

os„, )(

Auct(oe Site Signs Posted!

LEVEL TO GENTLY ROLLING TILLABLE FARMLAND,
TIMBER & WOODLANDS!

w/ FREE Boat
Slip!
Depression-like pricing
has spurred
brisk
sales!
Incredible opportunity
to own a beautifully
wcoded, estate-size
hornesite overlooking
spectacular 160,000
acre recreational lake
in
Kentucky. Enjoy endless boating, fishing
and
skiing wi' your
family. miles of tranquil
walking trails, shimmering
sunsets
&
priceless
memories
Includes paved road
frontage w/ all utilities
completed. Fully buildable '.vhen you are
ready.
Bank will finance with
little money down &
easy terms. Come see
why almost 500 people
have bought - even in

Acreage

The Lynnti,e annny,Ent,,

Ill Mk- 'rik,Tor (L-

111111111100111010mal

rIC,r,̀ Alirrniy

30 words

MOVING Saie
397 Whrteoak Dr
94E to 280
9/09-9,18

h,

C
P

502 MAIN ST.

oid stuff new stuff.
•

FRIDAY &

FRIDAY 6:00-?

bar stools,
pillows, dishes.

CHESTNUT PARK
BASKETBALL

& A Lot of Other

books, home decor

(

Saturday, September 18th 2010 @ 10:00 AM

Antiques & Junk

& Morel

YARD SALE
1320 OLIVE BLVD
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-11:00

DAN MILLER (270)4354144. DARRELL BEANE 435,4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Antique Dresser Tea Cart, F3Cip.e Beds.
:Collectibles. Jewelry. f-fousehold &
Misc. Items

211 WEST DR.

1701 N. 12TH

lighting, home decor,
books, misc rtems

For more int-ormation and your auction need. phone'

YARD SALE
700 NANCY DR.
. WOODGATE SUB.
1 Block East of Robertson Roacf
SATURDAY
7:00-4:00

YARD SALE

CLEARANCE SALE

1315 OLIVE BLVD
SATUFIDAY
7:00-12:00
clothes, appliances.
vacuum, computer
software, Boston PC
sound system. HP
pnnter tools.

Beautiful oak round table with 24" leaf r,)tind pedestal with
camel's feet and 6 press back chairs. a nice matching china cabinet. sota. nice oak coffee table and 2 nice lamp tables, nice table
lamps, white day hed with knee hole desk bed side table and 4
drawer chest. wall mirrors, a very unusual baby bassinet. old doll
bed. small seviiing machine old battery' radio, 2 nice old trunks- one
large one small. 4-5 nice old quilts. six scts of twin beds. framed
pictures, old record player, tem stand. a very unusual and g(xiti
telephone table. a very nice old kerosene hanging lamp. tredal
sewing machine. old kerosene lanterns one with the star,()Id wood
glider. metal glider with a matching yard set. castiron pieces, silt er plate flatware, wheat straw dishes, 8 place set of crackle pottery collection from pier one. club aluminum cookware, blankets.
table cloth, material. hard back books. area rugs. electric fan. oil
painting on canvas, cedar chest, color TN.. glider. chair. & stool.
folding shelf. walking canes, bed linens, nien's and ladies matching like new bicycles, 2 speeti automatic sport TOMOS A-35I'
with 229 motor. 4-15" Chevy. or GMC pick-ups. metal blade fan.
nice old wringer washer. portable sewing machine, two trailers,
hand and yard tools.
Lunch Available
Not responsible for accidents

Halr Bows, Old Skeleton Keys

Sports memorabilia.
drapenes. bedding,
vacuum, riding toys.
pressure wasner.
misc. household
items.

TRAVELING
PANTS

MULT1-FAMILY
YARD SALE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2010 10:00 AM
AT THE DAN MILLER AUCTION BARN AT LYNN GROVE
KY. FROM MURRAY KY TAKE HWY 94 W 8 MILES TO
LYNN GROVE. TURN RIGHT ON TO HWY 893 ONE
HALF MILE. FROliil MAYFIELD, KY TAKE HWY 80 TO
1835 SOUTH TO HWY 121 SOUTH BACK TO HWY 1836
SOUTH 3 MILES TO AUCTION. SIGNS POSTED

Miscellaneous, Christmas,

YARD SALE

I

PUBLIC AUCTION

FRIDAY 81. SATURDAY

GARAGE SALE
2106
EDINBOROUGH
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?

1608 N. 16TH ST.
NORTHWINDS MHP

Furniture.

before 8100pm

NIurray I,

FOR 1•101

Lots More

Futrell Farms

HOUSE wrth garage
for rent in Hazel, KY,
must have references
$450 month + $450
security. (270)9787441

YARD SALE
1514 CANTERBURY

Electronics,

7:00-?
Houses
Deposit
270-753-

: 753-2905

Decor,

1008 SHARPE ST

1 & 4BP
&
Lease

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Cftnter

Kitchen Items,

HAY
4 Varieties
Square 6 Fiound
CaN 2M-7.63-8648

LADY LAKER SOFTBALL
BOOSTER CLUB YARD SALE
906 SOUTH 12TH STREET
NEWWAVE COMMUNICATIONS
PARKING LOT
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
large metal desk, chest of drawers,
small computer desk, baby changing
table. wood TV stand, Fisher Price
kitchen & lots more stuff!

MBC Storage

YARD SALE
Shih-Tzu
puppies
AKC,
CKC.
male/female
$300270-251-0310
$350
evenings

pictures. lamps. mirrors. drapes, shower curtains, glassware. linens, police scanner, Filler
Queer vacourc cleaner Panasonlc v'11C1.111T1

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

giass. books.
bedding. teen-adutt
clothes. saddle,
arena drag, beanie
babies, electric
piano. golf clubs

YARD SALE

jewelry. antiques- including round dining table.
dishes. cookware clocks. home decor including

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Tuesday & Friday 9-4
Wed. 12-8•TDD 711

121

GARAGE SALE
170 EDINBOROUGH DR. WEST
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7:00-?
Women's plus-size clothes, ladies (size 14),
boys clothes (sizes 566). toys, shoes. purses.

10IM *Wit rt

now taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom

!Murray Ledger & Times
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LAWN
Mowing
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Leaf Va

saustathon
753-1816
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Larry Nimm.
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REAL ESTATE AUCTION

10:00 AM
LYNN GROVE,
/ 8 MILES TO
VY 893 ONE
E HWY 80 TO
TO HWY 1836
POSTED

pedestal with
hing china cabiables, nice table
side table and 4
iassinet. old doll
e old trunks- one
irin beds. framed
iusual and good
ing lamp. tredal
le star, old wood
tiron pieces.
ot crackle potkware, blankets,

s
SEPT 18. 2010 10:00 AM
; (01 I ti:f.(Atli% E. 17S 2460 LAPNIKINS R1).
Fr
Paris. EN take HV‘) 69 North 7 miles to
I ampkins Rd.. turn left go 2.3 Milt,
AUlli0111 on the right
Selling Real Estate for Reid N1 Reid

tier virbsitg:

Houses, Patios &

Decks Sidewalks
i&
Driveways: Vin .
Fences & Sidin
•
Cell Today For A
Free Eshmate,
270-562-2228

dougta)Mr:Auction tom 4141191:
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Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
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electric fan. oil
r. chair. & stool.

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal,
stump grinding. firewood Insured. 4892839

Lunch A vailab/e

.rgr.
I 1•I
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10:00 AM

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADVERTISERS You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $250
with one order one
payrnent For information, contact the classified department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1 502-223-8821
DIVORCE with or without Children $125.00
With FREE name
change documents
and marital settlement
agreement Fast and
easy Cali us
24hrsfidays 1-888789-0198.
www CourtDivorceServ
ice com
EOUIPfv1ENT FOR
SALE

nd ladies matchTOMOS A-35P
metal blade fan,
me, two trailers,

E 435-442C
NEERS
orn

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

I

FLAWLESS
FINISH
Pressure Washing

MA\

WASTF
\I

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

CONTACT.

gaviO4 a/Wijoit
etC44.
CD61)F1 Auchoneer 8 Real Estate Broker
200 Adkns Lane • Puryear. TN 38251
Telephone 1731)247-3784
Doug Taylor. Auctioneeraroker
In Lc #2027 Ky. Lc tRP7209 Prm *1 782
"Taylor Made Auctons Are Better'

ps Posted,

NEW Norwood
SAWMILLS LumberMate-Pro handles logs 34" diameter,
mills boards 28" wide.
Automated quickcycle-sawing increases
efficiency up to
www NorwoodSawmills
.corrV300N
FINANCIAL

• vieckl), & apecial pickups
nedioperated
• locall)

Hamilton Cranite

8.r."
330i St. Rt 121N.
. 753-8087
kir,- %Whim'. • '241 I -22
q),,Plat Hours •410-1

IT'S YOUR MONEY'
Lump sums paid for
structured settlement
or fixed annuity payments. Rapid, high
payouts. Call J.G.
Wenhvorth. 1-866-2948772.
Better
Business Bureau rating.
HEALTH SERVICES

Handyman Work
,
.
l.ffle ...
NMI l't • 1 •
III* ..••4•11 et 0 1 ,1 /.1

Odd Jobs
Horne.Auto.
PI umbing.-Carper It.
.Ltgb,t Eibet:nc'el
Yards, & •
Much More _
No Job Too Sma,

(ESTATE AUCTION)
Sat. Sept. lath, At 10:00 A.M.
'?Ars. Jean Stallorts 6 The Late A.G. Stallone Estate "

4536 Carlton Rd "Hwy 68/80" Cadiz, KY

?ACT!

ARMLAND,

FULTON,
N!

IT 10 00 AM
RICE'

From The West Edge Of Cadiz. Take Hwy
68/80 Southwest 4 Miles!
11 11 11 •

ACILIC FtlE_S.

In 8Tracts And In Combinations'

Mini Tracts - tiomesites
Income Producing FARMLAND
Good TIMBER
Fabulous HUN TING
1.87 Acres With A 4 Bedroom, 2 Beth Beck Kam
A Wary Neat And Clean Horned
15% Dow Whit A elinienum DeroKeett Of 55,000.00
Per Tract, Balance hi 30 lbws ire Illerper's Preinams
r

j111111111BISSINCRI1111111.CO:01M

)

\,,,Fiar Sur %ray Anal Oestaftillisti

ALCTICN -1,,,NL 1 3HTS Sold After The Real Estete!,
PVC 2600 5s1 'actor • Ford 7000 NI Tractor • M Farmall
Tractor • Foro ON Tractor • Ford PTO Pcst Hole Digger•3 Pt 5
Grooming Mower • 1 Shank Subsoiler • POnd Scoop • 2 Btin
Plow • 501 Mower•3 Pt & Pasture Renovator a Ford 65 Disc
• Bi.shhog 11' Pull Cutter •Ford 3 Pt T Blade•Air Compressors
• JD 3 P16 Cutter • 10' Wheel Disc • 16' Bumper Hit& Trailer •
Utilftv Trager • KO Gal Skid Fuel Tank • Cutting Torrh & Gages
• Ottiain Saws•Fence Row Sprayer• Horse Drawn ttems• Rear
r'e Tiller • Earty 50's Chevy 1 12 Ton Truck • Guns.
Art tiques Collectibles From The Home
Complete Settlement Day Of Auction!!!

0:00 AM
KY 42071

JAMES R.ESITECASH
ROO
74 ALMS A REAL
FANCY FARM. KY. 270-623-8466
"The Sellin

Machine-

Jacob
270-978-0278
• HOSAETO N
'FfifiettFIMICE
toskr'red
,
Del?,ertdabit•
.
,
Free Estimates
F rite 91.11.10 frfrk,. •
=

LAWN Care Service.
Reasonable
rates,
starting at $15. 270753-2405. 270-978244

MUCH.ELL
.
BR-OS.
PAVING
-*Commercial 8,
• Residential
•Asp.halt Installation
& Mnteriance
-40 yrs experience

(270)759-0501

Hill Electric

01.1

Used Trucks

I SO. FT.
OM 3 BATH
K HOME,
IOM 2 BATH
, 40'x100'
& 38.879
5 TRACTS
:MATIONS!.

Since 1986

24 HOUR stavica
2003 GMC extended
cab. white, 84,000
miles. 2WD, no accidents, $11,900. 2936430.
2002 Chevy Silverado
2500 HD Duramax,
Crew-Cab, 4x4, tow
package
$10,500
OBO Cal! 270-2933512

Res.. Com., & Ind.

Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

ADAMS Home
05 Chevrolet motor
home. 32-ft. sleeps-8.
11,000 miles, perfect
condition. 293-1231

I MIEray KY 0,07i

'ARKETABLE
GROUND!
UNG TRAIL'
L PHOTOS!

Kill
[
0
7
0:00 AM
42071

27FT Pontoon Boat
REDUCED PRICE
Microwave, refrigerator, many extras
270-436-5921, 2704313-5492
530
Services Offered

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarant

753-1816 2:27-061

'41 369 Acre,

2071
riu Days

ISIt l'I-1
('1.141‘

It
sauctions,rom
tand Marketing
Auctroneers

310) *31 N

1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction. Additions. remodeling. sagging rotten
floors, decks, home &
mobile home repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-2353

Appliance
Repair
ALL BRANcis
Ward Elkins
70-753-1713

Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding.
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
hce
work.
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Posing. Sealeoating

& Hauling
I()NV IR 1% IS'

270-753-2279
DONERITE
CONSTRUCTION: For all
your home improvement needs. Painting,
Carpentry
Roofing,
work
with
Ouality
affordable prices All
guaranteed
work
28yrs exp Please call
Mike 731-642-3565 Of
731-514-1946

HERNIA REPAIR,DID
YOU RECEIVE A
COMPOSIX KUGEL
MESH PATCH
BETWEEN 19992007' If patch was
removed due to complications of bowel perforation, abdominal
wall tears, puncture of
abdominal organs or
intestinal fistulae, you
may be entitled to
compensation
Attoniey Cnarles
Johnson 1-800-5355727
HELP WANTED

CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care. 8yrs. exp. 293
8814

ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators. 270293-2357

O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally oWned

and operated
• Free Estimates
• Lic & InS
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
dohhny O'Bryan
ROOFING
Licensed
and
fully
insured.
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617
Simmon s Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.
519-8570.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities_
YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates Phone
2562. 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

CDL-A Drivers NOW

OFFERING New
Pertormance Bonus
Program Lots of Miles
wr Great Pay 2011
Freightliner Cascadias
Have Arrived, $500
Sign-on for Flatbed
Drivers CDL-A, 6mo
OTR Westem
Express 888-8015295
Drivers - CDLA
$2.000 SIGN-ON
BONUS! Start up to
42 CPM. Good Home
Time and Benefits
OTR Expenence
Required. No Felonies.
Lease Purchase
Available. 800-4414271 x KY-100
Drivers - FOOD
TANKER DRIVERS
NEEDED OTR positions available NOW,
CDL-A wiTanker
REO'D. Outstanding
pay & Benefits! Call a
recruiter TODAY! 877484-3061 www.oakleytransport.com
Dnvers - 0/0 s FED
EX GROUND •All hubto-hub miles paid
•Mileage Plus & Fuel
Programs 'Monthly
Safety Incentives
'Weekly Settlements
Fleet Owners
Welcome, 866-8326339. www.buildagroundboz.com
LIVE, WORK, PARTY,
PLAY! Now hiring 1824 guys/gals to travel
w/fun young biz group.
NY LA MIAMI. 2wkPAID Training. Hotei
and transportation provided. Return guaranteed. Call today/start
today 1-877-259-6983

ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home
'Medical. 'Business
•Paralegal.
'Accounting, 'Criminal
Justice Job placement
assistance Computer
available Financial Aid
if qualified. Call 866460-9765
MIA* CenturaOnline co

INSTRUCTIONAL
AIRLINES ARE HIRING- Train for high
paying Aviation Career
FAA approved program Financial aid if
qualified- Job
Placement Assistance
Call Aviation Institute
of Maintenance
(8881207-2053
MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
Health Occupations
Training: New Online
Nurse Aide Training!
Ky State and Medicaid
approved Certified
Clinical Medical
Assistant. Phlebotomy
and EKG. Ky Health
Training. 859-9632901. 888-274-2018
wwvv.kyheatthtraining.c
Orr

MISCELLANEOUS
AIRLINES ARE HIRING - Train for high
paying Aviation Career
FAA approved program Financial aid if
qualified - Job placement assistance CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053

FREE HD FOR LIFE!
Only on DISH
Network, Lowest Pnce
in America! $24 99/mo
for over 120 Channels,
$500 Bonus/ 1-866240-3844
SPORTING
GOODS
Play Where the
Hooter s Tour plays
Cherry Blossom Golf
Course in Georgetown.
rated the number one
public course in
Kentucky Call 502570-9849 for tee
times
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
Boyd Bros. is Hiring
Experienced CDL-A
Drivers. Sign-On
Bonus! Top Equipment
and Benefits. Flatbed
Training Available. 1
yr. OTR exp. req. 80°543-8923

SUDOKU

i

Conceptis SudoKui

CALL NOW, BIH
Trucking Company/
International Truck
Dnving School Now
taking Students, No
CDL, No problem,
STATE WIA PROGRAM qualified. Of
Financing available
888-780-5539

Sale, CDL Training
starting at $1995, %NIA
approved Job place
ment assistance
Tuition reimbursement
available Accredited
BBB Delta Career
Academy Mt Sterling,
KY 859-498-9988.
800-883-0171

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW for
Werner and TMC
Local CDL Training
No Experience needed Train in 16 days at
Truck America Training
1st yr Avg income
$38,000 (502) 9556388 or 03661 2443644
Driver - Van and
Refrigerated. Steady
miles, new equipment,
benefits! Average
2,400 miles/week. 98%
no touch. NEW PAY
PACKAGE, CDL-A,
6months recent experience. 800-414-9569
Drivers: Class A
Drivers Needed Local.
Regional and OTR
Runs For
Louisvillelexington,
KY and surrounding
areas. Must have 2 yrs
recent dnving Call
Mon-Fn. 9am - 4prn
866-270-2665 bestdrtvers.pbs

Summitt Trucking is
hinng CDL A Solos &
Teams for Dedicated
OTR, Shorthaul &
Min age 23 w' 24
mons exp own./ Surnrnitt corr or 1-866-3335333
Truck America Training
can help secure you a
OTR Truck Driving Job
with tuition reimbursement and 1st yr avg
income of $38,000
Train in 16 days and
go to work, Local i502)
955-6388 or (8661
244-3644
TRUCK DRIVERS
WANTED, MORE
HOMETIME, TOP
PAY, EXCELLENT
BENEFI rs, NEW
EQUIPMENT, Up to
$48rmile company
drivers, HEARTLAND
EXPRESS 1-800-4414953 www.heartlandexpresscom

Sudoku ts a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd w.th
se.yeral wen numbers The object is to place the numbers 1 to 9
o the empty squares so that cach row. each column and each
3x3 box contans the same number only once The drircultoi ievei
of the Concephs Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday
By Dave Green

3 9 5
Answer to previous puzzle

Professional Wanted
Part-Time Paid training & potential sign-on
bonus up to $20.000
Great benefits. flexible
schedule and money
for eduction. CaD 1800-282-1384 Mon-Fri
7am-5:30pm
Reefer, Tanker,
Flatted Dnvers
Needed! Ezpenenced
dnvers & Class A commercial students welcome! Our Inciedible
Freight networic offers
plenty of mites! 1 -800277-0212
www.primeinc.com

7 9
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6 2
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mccH supports advocates for better health
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital supports the state and
local chapter of the Advocates
for the Kentucky Osteopathic
Medical Association (AKOMA I
organization by providing a designated office area within the
hospital for Heidi Couch, local
and state AKOMA representative. Couch serves as the national president of the Advocates for
the American
Osteopathic
Association IAA0A) and will
be speaking at the national convention, which will be held on
Oct. 24-26 in San Francisco,
CA. She is only the second
president to ever represent the
state of Kentucky in the national
organization.
The Advocates for the
Kentucky Osteopathic Medical
Association (AKOMA) is an
organization established to support and promote osteopathic
physicians in Kentucky'. It is
comprised of family members of
osteopathic physicians from

across the commonwealth of
Kentucky. The organization
works closely
with
the
Kentucky Osteopathic Medical
Association and other AKONIA
members across Kentucky to
educate the public about osteopathic medicine. Programs supported by AKOMA include: the
Yellow
Ribbon
Suicide
Prevention Program, community education initiatives, and the
Pikeville College School of
Osteopathic Medicine Student
Advocates Association.
For more information about
A KOMA or AAOA, visit
http://w ww.koma.org/aboutiako
ma.cfm and for additional information about the parent organization. the Advocates for the
American
Osteopathic
Association, visit www.advocates4dos.org
If you have any additional
questions. please contact the
MCCH Marketing Department
at 762-1381 or 762-1382.

Photo provideo

Pictured, from left, are Keith Travis, VP of Institutional
Development, Dr. Jimmy Couch, Neurologist, and Heidi
Couch. AKOMA representative at the 2010 AKOMA state
meeting.

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Friday, Sept. 17, 2010:
This year, you might be more
creative and open than in recent
years. You attract people and
relationships like you are a cook
flipping pancakes. Clearly. your
life presents many unthought-of
options. If you are single. the
question is not whether you will
expenence a romantic tie but
who will be your choice for that
type of relationship. If you are
attachcd, you gain a new perspective on your sweetie.
Together you are quite the force
to be dealt with. CAPRICORN
can be more fun than many other
signs.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1-Difticult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)

2 Heeler pups. 1 blue
1 red. Free to good
home. 227-6444. 2930694

Thursda), September 16. 2018 • 38

**** Tap into your instincts.
and you won t go wrong
Because of your unusual ideas
and processing abilities, you
might need to take the lead
Others cannot represent concepts that they don t have a full
grasp of

lig Jacqueline Bigar
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Keep reaching out.
You will want to digest different
ideas and get to the basis of a
problem. How you handle a matter and the end results could be
dynamic Look to meetings to
help create even better ideas
and/or gain more support tor
yours.

adventure, and watch the whole
plan unfold

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Allow greater creativity.
and with it perhaps more spontaneity and fun. Let your sense
of humor emerge. Many people
seek you out, trying to find out
what really is on your mind.
Schedule a late lunch as the day
merges into the weekend.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** A partner always plays
a strong role in your choices and

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might want to

actions. A discussion points to a
new direction. Investigate your
options with a greater awareness of the impact you have.
Deal directly with each person
on an individual level

anchor in and complete a project. Clearly, your sense of direction will help you with associates. You find that everyone is
more optimistic than in the
recent past. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Deter to others and

Nov. 21)
*****

understand
the
dynamics
between you and another person. You have the ability to reach
out for new information and
ideas Just give up rigid thinking
and you'll open up to a broad
base of opportunities.

Your
imagination
knows no limits. and you feel
more in the mood to share than
you have in a while. Others
share their flights of fancy as
well See what gives between
you and another person.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** A steady pace and under-

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Be aware of the costs of

standing can help you. You know
what the possibilities are, pock
and choose your priorities A
partner comes through for you.
explaining what you thought was
impossible Go along for the

continuing on your present path.
You might want to attempt another form of getting down to basics
with those close to you.
Encourage a brainstorming session.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Allow greater creativity.
into your thinking. You can be
very dry and logical, which works
most of the time. Why not be thyolous and a little more creative/
See the ideas that trigger from
being involved with a full-on
brainstorming session?

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might want to understand more of what is going on
within before lumping to any
conclusions or making a decision. The less said and the less
done right now the better. Don't
delude yourself about a financial
matter If your processing is on
and you see a green light now. it
will be there later.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Meetings point to a new
direction. You see a situation in a
different light. Know that anything is possible, especially if
you can gain a key person's or
two's support. Know what works
for you. Emphasize what is positive within your immediate circle
of friends.

BORN TODAY
Choreographer Wade Robson
(1982), author Ken Kelsey
(1935), actress Anne Bancroft

(1931)

COMICS/ FEATURLS
Mother-in-law with keys
make herself at home

4B • Thursdas. September 16, 2010

Looking Back

I

len years ago
Published is a senes of pictures of the removal of the water
tower on KY 94 East. The 55,000
gallon, I 14-foot-tall structure,
unused for nearly 20 years, was
built in the 1960s.
Murray State University's
increase in International students
is approximately 20 percent from
last fall.
Published is a picture of Calloway County defenders Aaron
Stewart and Aaron Cowan as
they bnng down a Lone Oak
ballcarrier in the Lakers' 40-3
Homecoming tnumph Friday.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Donna
Alexander, a speech and language teacher at Murray Middle
School, as she works with four
foreign students on English. They
are Kim Yoo, Korea, Ruby Rose
Kenney. Columbia; and Jani and
Hanna Vanha-aho, Finland.
Tammy Annette Melson of
Murray has been awarded a $500
Child Development Scholarship
for the 1990-91 academic year
at Murray State University.
Published is a picture of
Melody Higgins, who has been
selected as Employee of the
Month of August at HT Marketing. In honor of her achievements, she received a check for
$100 and a plaque by Hunt
Smock, president_
Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of Robert
Cobb, Kentucky Democratic
chairman. speaking Monday night
to the annud Calloway County
Democratic Executive Committee dinner meeting held at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. C.
Enix. Calloway committee chairman. introduced Cobh, while
County Judge-Executive Robert
O. Miller served as master of
ceremonies
Recently.
recorded
births
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Greg Cates of Benton.
Attorney
General
Steve

Beshear
be in Murray from
1.30-5 p.m.. Sapt. 25. in city
hall to meet with dICA residents
DEAR ABBY: My husband.
about their compliunts and conson and I live next door to my.
in-laws.
cerns.
My
mother-in-law,
"Hazel.' has a set of keys to our
Forty years ago
house for emergency purposes.
Navy Seaman Steven L.
For some .ime she has been using
Nance, son of Mr. and Mrs
the key ri come and go as she
Shirley Nance. is serving aboard
rt •
- borrowing" kvoil. dishes
combat support ship USS Seatles when we're not home.
tle in the Mediterranean Sca area.
When we disThe September terrn of Calcovet
the
loway County Circuit Court
items missopened Sept. 14 with Judge James
ing, shr usuM. Lassiter presiding. Chester
ally confessThomas wa.s named as foreman
es.
of Grand Jury.
I am realTwenty-eight albums containly
irritated
ing 210 half dollars were stolen
about it and
from the trailer home of Mrs.
have frequent
Aline Ragsdale of Potterstown Rd.
fights
with
on Tuesday morning. according
Dear Abby my husband
to Sheriff Clyde Steele.
over this and
Fifty years ago
other privacy
By Abigail
Voting machines have been
issues. How
Van Buren
placed in the 17 voting precincts
can I talk to
in Calloway County, according
Hazel in a way that won't hurt
to Calloway County Attorney
her feelings" She is very sensitive. and I don't know how. to
Robert O. Miller.
Danny' Cunningham. son of confront her since my husband
refuses to do so. -- MISSING
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan CunningMY PRIVACY IN SAN JOSE,
ham and a member of the Calloway County High School ETA, CALIF.
DEAR MISSING: Try this:
entered his Jersey aged cow in
Ti•ke your mother-in-law to lunch
that division of the Kentucky State
and over a nice, leisurely meal
Fair. It placed second in the
say (SLOWLY AND QUIETLY),
class of ten animals.
"Hazel. honey. I have a problem
Hugo Wilson. Merritt Marine
I need your help with. (Breathe.)
and Gene Cole have been awardWhen you come into the house
ed promotions with the Life
and take things without asking,
Insurance Company of Kentucky.
it makes me feel violated. (Pause.1
Sixty years ago
Do you think you could please
Ed Gnffin of Murray will
refrain from doing that anymore?
head the campaign for Crusade
ISmile.) I'd really appreciate it."
for Freedom in Calloway CounAnd if any more items turn
ty.
up missing, quietly change the
Calloway County Jailer Ed
locks.
Burkeen has plowed and fertil••••••
ized the yard of the Calloway
DEAR ABBY: I all] being [maCounty Courthouse during the
ned soon and my father will be
past few days in order to get a
providing the alcohol for our recepgood stand of grass.
tion. We plan to serve beer, wine
and champagne for the toast.
Recently
recorded
births
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Because I will he wearing an
ivory gown. I am opting to drink
Buron Richerson and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Greenfield. only champagne. I have a favorite

brand, but because of our modest budget, Dad cannot provide
for everyone to drink.
I was going to buy a couple
of bottles to have at our table
for my. wedding party, but Dad
feels it would be in poor taste
and thinks our guests may feel
slighted in some way. My feeling is that it's our special day
and people will understand. Am
I wrong for wanting a nicer champagne than we can provide for
our guests? -- BUBBLY BRIDE
IN PISMO BEACH. CALIF.
DEAR BUBBLY: Let me put
it this way. -- if there is a chance
that your guests would feel slighted if you get caught. then drink
whit they're dnriking at the reception. Afterward, have a bottle of
your preferred brand waiting in
an ice bucket by your "wedding
bed" so you can enjoy. a special
toast with your new husband.
DEAR ABBY: I m a high
school freshman with a chlenuna.
I'm a good student and get A's
in all my classes. I'm also an athlete. I play year-round softball
and have started playing soccer
for the high school team.
My problem is I took a debate
class over the summer and really liked it. I want to join the
debate team, but I am unsure if
at would be piling too much on
my plate for my first year.
I'll be carrying one honors class
in addition to two above-gradelevel classes. Debate practices are
held after sports practices two
days a week for one to two hours,
so they wouldn't directly conflict
with anything except homework
time.
Do you think I'm overestimating how much I can handle in
extracurricular activities this year?
-- TOO AMBiTIOUS? IN OREGON
DEAR TOO AMBITIOUS:
The fact that this is causing you
concern could be an indicator that
it IS too much.

Today In ilistory

Kyphosis will ease as teen
stops growing
ping of one vertebra forward
on another, specific connective
tissue disorders. endocrine disease, Paget's disease. tumors.
spina bifida and several other
causes.
Diagnosis can be made
through examination by a physician and X-rays of the spine.
When a tumor or neurological
symptoms are present. a physician may choose to order an
MRI for confirmation.
Treatment depends on the
specific reason for the distil-,
der. If a tumor or infection is
involved. surgery may be recommended. If pain and pronounced curvature is involved.
a brace and physical therapy.
might be appropriate. Congenital forms might require corrective surgery. at a young age.
If degenerative joint disease is
involved or if there are numerous compression fractures, surgery may be necessary to reduce
the level of pain and correct
the deformity. There is no one
specific treatment recommended.
Scheuermann's isn't a disease. nor is it contagious. The
good news is that the disorder
ceases when an adolescent stops
growing. My guess is that his
doctor is well inforrned and is
providing appropriate care.
To send you additional information. I am fonaurding a copy
of rny Health Report "Managing Chronic Pain." Other readers who would like a copy' should
send a self-addressed. stamped
No. 10 envelope and a S2 US
check or money order to
Newsletter. PO Box 167. Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure
to mention the title or print out
an order form from my website www..AskDrGottMD.com.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My
hrandson, who is 15, was just
diagnosed with type II Scheuermann disease of the spine. This
was discovered when he had
X-rays following a minor mopeil
accident. His doctor has pre scribed
a
muscle
relaxant and
antian
inflammatoalong
ry.
with having
him go to
physical
therapy.
What
can
Dr. Gott you
tell me
about
this
By
disease? Will
Dr Peter GOtt
he need to
be on medication the rest of
his life? Is there a cure for it'?
What is the cause, and is it hereditary'?
His mother has a Harrington's rod on her spine for scoliosis. Thank you for any information you can provide.
DEAR READER: Scheuermann's disorder of the spine is
more commonly known as adolescent kyphosis, a humplike
curvature caused by the wedging together of several vertebra in a row. commonly' between
the T7 and T9 levels of the
spine. This can occur when the
front of the upper spine fails
to grow at the same rate as
the back of the spine. Normal
thoracic curvature is between
20 and 50 degrees. Sctieuermann kyphosis is diagnosed if
three or more adjacent vertebrae have wedged at least 5
degrees. While rare at birth, it
can occur at any age. When it
occurs in adults, it can be the
result of a fracture, the slip-

Hints From Noloiso

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 16,
the 259th day of 2010. There are
106 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 16, 1810. Mexicans
were inspired to begin their ultimately successful revolt against
Spanish rule by Father Miguel
Hidalgo y Costilla and his "Onto
de Dolores (Cry of Dolores)." On
this date:
In 1893, more than 100,000
settlers swarrned onto a section
of land in Oklahoma known as
Et IN ES V ES 1_, ILJ

NIurray Ledger & Times

the "Cherokee Stnp."
In 1908, General Motors was
founded in Flint, Mich.. by William
C. Durant.
In 1910, Bessica Medlar Raiche
of Mineola, N.Y. rnade the first
accredited solo airplane flight by
a woman in the United States.
In 1940, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt signed into law the
Selective Training and Service Act.
which set up the first peacetime
military draft in U.S. history.
Samual T Rayburn of Texas was
elected Speaker of the U.S. House

of Representatives.
In 1982, the massacre of hundreds of Palestinian men, women
and children by Israeli-allied
Lebanese militiamen began in west
Beirut's Sabra and Chatilia refugee
camps.
Ten years ago: Campaign aides
for Democrat Al Gore and Republican George VV. Bush agreed on
a series of three debates. Amencan Nancy Johnson captured the
first gold medal of the Sydney
Olympics. winning the women's 10meter air nfle.
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Help for
Fingernails

stronger nails: Using a cotton swab
or an old. clean nail-polish brush,
wipe the decolorized iodine on
JUST the tips of your nails (not
the entire nail). After a week. use
the iodine ONLY once a week.
More often is not helpful. It may
take several weeks to see results.
Don't use hydrogen peroxide
or any products that contain hydrogen peroxide while using the iodine.
It will tum your nails yellow or
orange'
Other things you can do to
strengthen your nails? Apply vitamin E oil -- it's a good nail conditioner. Also, prevent damage by
donning household gloves when
working in hot. soapy water or
harsh chemicals for prolonged periods of time.
Heloise

Dear
Heloise: I've
read in your
column a hint
concerning
how to treat
soft, peeling
bY
and WEAK
Heloise FINGERNAILS. You
wrote about a product that could
be obtained only from your pharmacist. Could you please reprint
this information? -- Susan in Ohio
Dear Susan: Ws. I'm delighted to print this often-asked-for
hint. White (sometimes called
decolorized, colorless or yodo blanco) iodine is what to use.
It is fairly inexpensive (usually less than $5) and can help
FRUGALITY HINT
strengthen nails that have been
Dear Heioise: I have always
weakened after acrylic nail removal, been frugal, and with the econoor natural nails that are crackr.d my the way it is, here is a real
and thin. Finding decolonzed iodine saver. I use a face cleanser that
may be tricky. Call around and comes in a pump. The stem of
ask the pharmacist if he or she the pump doesn't reach all the
carries it. You might have to call way to the bottom. When it no
several drugstores, including inde- longer pumps, I cut the plastic
pendent pharrnacies, but be per- bottle in half and scoop out the
sistent. It might be kept behind rest of the cleanser into a travelthe counter in some states. Or, size jar. Amazing how much more
look on the Internet. where we is in the bottle. Nothing wasted.
found many brands available.
-- Ardis Riley, via e-mail
Here's the routine to help get
CHECKBOOK COMMENT

Dear Heloise: Regarding the
reader's hint about rounding up
check amounts and rounding down
deposits in their check register:
My husband used to do this until
some errors in his check register
forced him to ask for help at our
bank to straighten out his account.
He was told there was no way of
matching actual 4.-heck or deposit
amounts to what he had recorded
in the register. So. if you are
going to use the method, don't
make any mistakes! -- A Reader,
via e-mail
SPICE JAR
pear Heloise: When opening
a new spice jar, don't remove the
cardboard seal. Slice it straight
down the middle with a knife and
then remove half of it. When
measuring the spice, you can use
the remaining edge to level off
the sgaxin. -- Margaret Schumacher. La Mirada, Calif.
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio. TX 782795000. or you can fax it to 1-210HELOISE or e-mail it to
Heloisel at )Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(c)2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Fall is a great
time to change
your flooring

•
1

From

By TOM BERRY
granite or stone flooring..
Staff Writer
but we (Jo most anything
It- !,ou are interested in
else."
installing new carpet. tile.
Ceramics.
porcelain
v.liod or laminate floors. a
slate: Express Custom
new bathroom or other projFlooring has it all... and
ect in your home this fall
they have the expenise.
John Hutchens of Express
according to Hutchens.
Customs Flooring is wait"That is one thing I try. to
ing with some good advice
do when people are in here
and quality products to help
is to help to educate them
you.
about the choices they
Hutchens. owner-managhave." he said. "A lot of
er of the business located on
people don't know the difU.S. 6-11 about a mile south
ference between laminate
of Murray, says he opened
and wood flooring. A lot of
the store to become the cuspeople think vinyl flooring
tomer's "one-stop remodelhas to do with a laminate
ing" headquarters.
and that's as far from the
"We do pretty much any
truth as it can be."
type of flooring from carpet
The store also offers full
TOM BERRY Ledger & T.mes
to laminate to hardwood
John Hutchens of Express Custom Flooring of Murray displays some of the variety
of carpeting options at the
and tile," Hutchens said.
business on U.S 641 South. Hutchens says fall is a good time to start
and complete new flooring projects
"We don't do any type of IN See Page 3
before the holiday season sets in.

Our home is
Murray, Kentucky!

Residential & Commercial
Painting & Spraying

JD'
Sammy Tidwell

I hursd

Paul Myhill

753-2407 753-4979
FREE
ESTIMATES
FULLY
INSURED

Just like yours. So. when the time comes for fall home improvement. why not talk with the hometown experts at The Murray
Bank about financing your project? Whether you're contemplating a new addition or just thinking about new wallpaper and
flooring for an existing room. we have the money' to lend.
And with all our decisions made
locally. we make the lending process quick and easy, which is
more than we can say for hanging wallpaper.
The Murray Bank — your first step in home improve
ment!

Murray
How Banking Shoukl Be

405 S. 12th Street
& 700 N. 12th Street
270-753-5626
www.themurraybank.com
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From page 2

Times
ig options at the
flooring projects

;1' Ledger &

remodeling services and
materials.
"We can go in and do your
bathroom from the floor to
the ceiling." Hutchens said.
"We build ceramic shower
stalls and tile floors. We
have our own in-house carpenters. painters. electricians and plumbers."
The store has a selection
of counters and countertops
for the kitchen as well as
sinks and faucets.
"We try to be a one-stop
remodeling place." he said.
One of the biggest part of
the business is installation
of new tile and the store
offers a wide selection to
choose trom.
Hutchens says now is a
good time to get started
before winter weather and
the winter holiday season
prevents much home renovation.
"Things usually start

tapering off in the fall but
things have really picked up
recently because people are
back from their vacations.
the kids are in school so
now they can focus on their
homes again a little bit."
Hutchens said. "So that new
bathroom they were putting
off or that new living room
full of carpet they have
been putting off. they. are
feeling better about going
ahead and doing that now."
Some of the latest trends
in flooring are actually driven by recent economic bust
instead of falling victim to
it, according to flooring
experts at www.hgtv.com.
and that is because costconscious customers are
demanding more for less
wherever they buy.
"There's definitely' been a
shit! trom spending to savings.- says Chris Davis. the
president and CEO of the
TOM BERRy

See Page 4

John Hutchens shows some tile options inside a walk-in bath design.
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IIII Flooring ...

How to make tile bright once again

From page 3

BY TRESA ERICKSON
For Ad Builder
Got some old tile in your home? Chances are some
of the grout has become stained and dirty over time.
especially if it is white. White grout tends to yellow
with age and become stained. Many homeowners choose
to replace their old discolored grout. but before you
go that route, you might want to try the following to
see if you can make that grout gleam again.
Surface stains on grout can often be removed with
a simple piece of sandpaper. Fold it in half and rub
along the stain. If that doesn't do the trick, try using
a pencil eraser.
If sandpaper and a pencil eraser don't work, you
may want to use good old bleach and water. Mix one
part bleach to two parts water in a spray bottle and

World Floor Covering Association. "But that doesn't mean
consumers aren't buying flooring. it means they're looking
for value and comfort. They might not be moving up right
now-. but they're still into feathering the nest."
According to the article, manufacturers are getting the
message and are reining in high-end marketing and concentrating on products that are sensible. low-maintenance and
easy on the budget. That results in more innovation and
variety' to the perennial low-cost champs: resilient vinyl
and carpeting.
Vinyl and carpet are both very much in demand and
include a spectrum of styles. colors. textures and patterns.
Add in vinyl's easy-to-clean characteristics. comfort under
foot and family-friendly stain-resistance and "the result is
increasing popularity with value-hungry shoppers."
But carpet remains the marketshare leader. accounting for
more than 60 percent of retail floonng sales nationwide.
Manufacturers' response to the stagnant home market has
been to provide more fashion-oriented options at all prices.
'The variety of carpets these days is nothing short of
amazing." says Davis. "Pattern. design, colors, interesting
cuts, the whole feel of the material. There are more wowfactor choices than ever."

Murray
:

\L )1 I

Fall Cleaning Special:

316 Statnless Steel Wan Not Even a Grain of Sand
Can Enter This Mesh!

4 areas for $ 1 00°°

Homeowners
love The L ow
FREE
ESTIMATES Proftle

'each area up to 300 sq ft
Ask About Our New Ceramk Tile Cleaning Process!

270-293-0638 or 270-753-6300 Q
'Refrigerators
'Freezers
'Washers
•Dryers
)
'Ranges

f

nasty. film and clogging the pores. Moisture will get
trapped inside of the limestone, and over time. it will
begin to rot.
Once you have cleaned your limestone floor and
removed the coatings from it. you need to apply an
impregnator to it. This will seal the stone without
blocking the pores and protect it from moisture. When
purchasing an impregnator. look for a product suitable
for the finish of your floor, whether glossy or matte.
That's all there is to it. In a few simple steps. you
can restore the shine to your limestone floor. Keep in
mind that once you do this, you will need to maintain your floor regularly. Dry mop it daily and blot.
don't wipe up. spills. Wiping up the spill will only
serve to spread it. Take care of your newly restored
limestone floor and it will look good for years to
come.

AF rig"

Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning'

i

Lmcensed. Insured
& Bonded

(279) 75:1-643A

u
Appliance &
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Luster of limestone floor can be revived
BY TRESA ERICKSON
For Ad Builder
Love your old limestone floor, but thinking it might
be
to replace it? Is it starting to look old. dull
and flat from years of use? Well, before you rip it
out. why not try to restore its luster.
In order to restore your limestone floor, you will
first need to remove all traces of wax. acrylic urethane
and other coatings from it. Various products arc available to help you do this, and whatever product you
choose. you should follow the manufacturer's instructions.
Do not under any circumstance use vinegar or any
other cleaner containing acid. Damage to your floor
will occur. The acid will break down the calcium carbonate compound in the limestone. leaving behind a

•

,

apply to the stained grout. Let it set for a minute or
two and then don a pair of rubber gloves and scrub
the stain with an old toothbnish.
If the bleach solution doesn't work. you may have
to go shopping for grout cleaner. Make sure you open
all of the doors and windows for good ventilation and
read and follow the manufacturer's instructions carefully.
If, after trying all of these methods, the grout still
looks discolored. you may have to resort to covering
up the stains with grout paint. Keep in mind, however. that this will not fix the problem permanently. Over
time, the paint will wear off and you will have to
reapply' it.
For a permanent fix. remove the grout and install
new. Make sure you seal the new grout every couple
of years to prevent stains from setting into it.
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Applicance technology always changing
BY KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
A lot has changed in the world of home appliances and it
is continuing to evolve as technology develops.
Most of it is in the name of being energy efficient, but it's
also all about style. Dwight Hordyk. owner of Sears in

Murray, said he has started to see designer colors appeanng
on washers and dryers and the design has been more of a
focus.
"You're getting ones that you can put in your living
room, tiney look so nice," he said.

For energy efficiency, Hordyk said the washing machine
has been a huge focus recently. In most older mcxiels, it
takes up to 441 gallons of water per wash cycle. The newer

•See Page 6
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Most new improvements in appliances are directly related to saving energy. In the
dual oven pictured. a small oven on top h.elps save the energy needed to heat a
large oven for a small dish.

KYSER LOUGH

Ledger & Lmes

Glass top ranges, like the one pictured here, are becoming mote popular with
homeowners than traditional coil top ranges

CLOSETMA1D
OF MURRAY
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Heating & Air LLc
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Plantation
Blinds,
Shutters, &
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Drawers!

JAMIE VANCE - OWNER
KY License #M00550
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•Free Estimate
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•Lifetime Warranty
We Also Have Complete
Garage Systems!

270=753-0112
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RUUD
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Rel} on Ruud:

Serving the region
with Wire & Laminate
Shelving & Storage
Systems

520 S. 4th
Street
Murray

753-9688
www.closetmaid.com

4831 Poor Farm Rd.
"Jesus Owns It All"

Locally Owned To
Better Serve You.
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II Appliances ...
From page 5
models cut that amount down to 18 to 22 gallons. he said
This saves the consumer on their water bill.
Another energy-saving method employed by. newer
washing machines is the ability to have a much faster spin
cycle. A front-loading washer allows the spin cycle to
rotate at a much higher rate.
"It gets more water out of the clothes. which then reduces
the drying time and saves energy It's big dollars, the more
v.rater you can get out of a washer. `foil save a lot if you can
get a higher spin speed.- Hordyk said.
Washers also employ a higher amount of technology than
before, with an intemal computer making calculation,on
how each load of clothes should be handled. While harder
to repair. the trade off is consumers have a much better
clothes washing experience. Hordyk said taking care of
clothes is a pretty high priority. as the average load of
clothes in a washing machine is valued at $1,097.
"Your biggest investment in a washer is talcing cari of
those clothes." he said.
The laundry room isn't the only location in the home that
is seeing advancements in appliances. In the kitchen, glass
top ranges are becoming more and more commonplace
Hordyk said the percentage of coil-topped ranges has
dropped below 25 percent.
"Glass top is by far the most popular. They're just tough...
he said.
Below the range. the oven is also seeing some change. To

•See Page 7
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New appliances are designed to save the user time, like this washing machine. Tanks in the
base of the unit
hold detergent, fabric softener and bleach and only have to be refilled twice each year. The machine
automatically measures and injects the proper amount of each liquid into a wash cycle based on
what the user selects
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Change the entire look
of a room in a single day.

TIM LEMONS
IRRIGATION SPECIALIST

"The Area's Leader in Irrigation"
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II Appliances ...
From page 6
maximize energy efficiency, some ovens now are divided
into a smaller oven and large one. If the small oven is able
to be used to bake, it saves energy by not heating up a large
area for a small food item.
While designer colors are becoming popular for washers
and dryers, Hordyk said the kitchen is much different stylewise.
'The big thing in finishes is stainless steel. It's very
appealing to the modern homeowner. You put a kitchen full
of stainless appliances and it is pretty," he said.
Many altematives to stainless steel exist that still give the
same look, and Hordyk said they are appealing because
they don't show fingerprints as much as pure stainless
does. However. he said a good trick to reducing fingerprints is using baby oil. By rubbing the stainless steel down
with baby oil as soon as it is installed in the home. Hordyic
said it will cut down on the amount of fingerprints that are
picked up on the surface.
Overall. the appliance world is moving into an electronic-based future, with automation and new technology on
the forefront. It's much more efficient than older, manualdriven appliances but much more complicated when it
comes to repair. And, it shows no signs of slowing down.
"It's constantly evolving. We have one washer that you
only have to fill with soap, softener and bleach twice a
year. You just dial in what type of wash you want and it
KYSER LOUGH Ledger Times
automatically puts what the load needs and when," Hordyk As technology advances,
the internai workings of an appliance is getting smarter. Instead of manual dials.
said.
many have digital readouts and advanced options, like this washing machine.
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Closets and shelves are key to finding extra space

•
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Fron
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
People constantly. are needing more space in their homes.
More space for clothes, shoes, household items. The list at

izes ki

times seems endless.
Space in a house is limited and more space can't be created out of the thin air, but even when it looks hopeless,

and pal

lot of
clutter

said hi.

lot of(

there still may be a solution. Most people do not organize
their possessions as efficiently as possible, which is

problet

go insi

Closetmaid of Murray has done se well.
Sandy Forrest said he has been installing Closetmaid
products since March 2001. Some people call him w.hefl

supplie

this soi

easily I

they want to reorganize closets they've had for rnany years,
but most of his business comes designing closets in new

Forte

shelvir

homes, he said.

baseba

Forrest said he will typically talk to the owner of a new
home and will design the closet according to his or her
needs. Some issues he discusses with them include the test

He salt
when t
Whil

way to display shoes, ways to stack items so that the floor
can still be vacuumed and what their habits are regarding

the use

how they put things into their closets.
Forrest said wire shelving is the most popular and space-

storagt

well in

go. the

efficient form of storage he uses, but that laminate shelves
and cabinets are also a relatively inexpensive way to put a

"Ben
Photosprovded

As demonstrated by these pictured wire shelves, there are plenty of ways to maximize closet space.
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With a little work, your
home can have fresco look

•Closet space ...
From page 8
lot of items in a small space. He said he sometimes organizes kitchen space so that the resident can cut down on
clutter and find pots, pans and utensils much easier. He
said his wife used to take a long time to retrieve the pots
and pans she wanted because she would have to remove a
lot of others to get to the back of the cabinet. He said this
problem can be solved by building small drawers that can
go inside of cabinets so that rows of utensils and cooking
supplies can be stacked and be easily accessible. He said
this solution is also a good idea for older people who can't
easily bend over or get on their knees.
Forrest has also organized many garages, putting up
shelving to help place bikes, rakes hoses. shovels, skis.
baseball bats and other equipment in easy-to-spot places.
He said it helps people know exactly where their tools are
when they need them.
While all of Forrest's services can be useful, it is up to
the user of the closets and other spaces to use his designs
well and not fall into bad habits. While a well-designed
storage space helps people put things where they should
go, they have to want to do it right.
"Being organized is 90 percent mental," he said.

Photos pro ided
space.

For more infomiation about Closetmaid, visit www.closetsbydesign.com.
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Laminate shelves and drawers are an easy and
attractive way to fit more things in a room.

BY TRESA ERICKSON
For Ad Builder
Do you adore fresco? Do
you wish you could recreate
the kxik of it in your home?
Well. lucky for you. you
can. With some glaze and
paint. you can turn your
\vans into fresco.
Before starting this project. you need to tape off
v our trim and any areas you
do not want painted. Lay
down some drop cloths and
then prep and prime your
vvalls accordingly.
To create the look of fresco on your walls. you need
these supplies:
• Clear glaze
•'Three eggshell latex colors of your choice
• Wallpaper trough
•4-inch nylon brushes
To begin. pour some glaze
into the wallpaper trough.
Then add a small amount of
each color on top of the
glaze, allowing the edges to
touch but not blend.
Working in small sec-

tions. dip a paintbrush into
the glaze first and then into
each color. moving from
dark to light. Apply the
combination to the wall
using an X-shaped motion.
The glazo will keep the
paint workable while the Xshaped strokes will blend
the colors together. When
you are pleased with the
results. move on to another
section.
Continue applying paint
to the walls in the same
manner until you have completed the room. Allow the
paint to dry and then apply
a second coat. Let the paint
dry for several days before
hanging anything on your
newly frescoed walls.
That's all there is to it! If
you don't consider yourself
much of a faux finisher. you
might want to try the fresco
technique on a scrap piece
of wood first to get a real
feel for it. That way. you
will be able to master the
technique and get the
results you want.

THE FENCE It DECK CO.
731-333-4847

by Charles Puckett

Needs

- 293-6958
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West Kentucky
Wildlife Control
offers rare service
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
A local exterminator has started a pest trapping business
that he says is the first of its kind in the region.
Shane Cox, co-owner of Bug Masters Terrnite and Pest
Control LLC in Murray, said he started West Kentucky
Wildlife Control in September 2009 because he was constantly getting requests from clients to remove pests that
were not insects, especially moles. Chemicals didn't work
and spraying for grubs on the property didn't work because
earthworms are the main food source for moles, he said.
However. once hc found some effective traps. he realized
he could build a lucrative business because no one else that
he knew of in western Kentucky specialized in trapping
pests. He said business really took off in the spring and that
he has traveled all over western Kentucky for various jobs.
Cox said he uses Talprid Mole Traps from Bell
Laboratories. He has had so much luck with the product
that he was asked to participate in an advertorial touting its
merits in the August issue of Pest Control Technology,
which was the trade magazine's annual rodent control
issue.
Moles are a tricky animal to get rid of, Cox said.

.•;,?11

Shane Cox shows one group of moles that won t ruin a landscape.

II See Page 11
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•Wildlife ...
From page 10

P,olo provided

If you suspect you may have moles in your yard, you
should take care of them early because they will otherwise establish long and numerous tunnels, he said.
He said they eat 25 to 100 percent of their body
weight every day and can be a particularly bad problem after a heavy rain. Not only is the ground softer,
making the tunnels even more annoying than usual,
but moles come closer to the surface than usual to
scavenge for worms.
It is, however, easier to trap moles after it rains
because when it is dry, they tend to burrow deeper
looking for moist soil. In addition to placing traps on
the ground, Cox said he usually has to get into the
tunnel system and place them underground.
Cox said he also has trapped plenty of raccoons
and is usually able to release them back into the wild
unharmed. While people usually think of raccoons as
an outside pest. they can be a huge problem when
they' find a way into a house. Not long ago, a raccoon had ripped a hole in the roof of a customer's
house, crawled into the attic and gave birth to five
babies. The client had repaired the hole, and the raccoon came back to rip it open again, Cox said.
Cox said that while some amateurs will deal with
pests, Kentucky Fish and Wildlife Resources wants
people to be licensed before handling wild animals,
partly to avoid spreading rabies. It was obvious why
this is important when he recently had to trap a bat
that had flown down a client's chimney and into the

house. He said pest control workers have to be careful that the bats don't have white-nose syndrome. a
deadly fungal disease that has killed many hats in the
last few years. Cox said that if he catches a bat that
he suspects is sick. he is supposed to take it to the
health department to get it checked for rabies or other
diseases.

Photo provided

Photo provided

They may be cute, but you don't want raccoons to
make their way into your home

Shane and his son, Colton, show off a pair of opossums they caught.
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Good idea to upgrade
heat before cold hits
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By TOM BERRY
but we don't know that yet. That is a
Staff Writer
For those that plan to upgiade. main- great incentive for people that have got
lain or possibly replace a heating or air- 15 to 20-year-old machines that need to
conditioning unit before winter sets in. be replaced. That tax credit has really
Kerry' Erwin at Randy Thornton Heating helped a lot of businesses out this year.In the meantime. getting a heating
and Air has some advice that can help.
The seasons are changing and it won•t system checked may be at the top of
be long before home heating will be on everyone's "to do- list.
"It's better to do that now than wait
everyone's mind.
"We're starting to get into our fall until December when it is cold-cold.season of course and of course it's on Erwin said. "Everybody will be busy
our customers minds to get ready to then and you may be looking at a week
have their heaters checked before the or two before anybody can get to them.Now may be the best time to take
cold weather comes.- Erwin said. "That
is what we're getting ready to get geared care of all your heating and air services as well as refrigeration. home duct work.
into is our fall checkups.The company is now doing a lot of new home ventilation and circulation needs
installation for both residential and com- such as air cleaners and humidifiers.
"People need to get their systems
mercial customers.
Erwin said those that choose to install cleaned out before the cold weather and
either heating or air conditioning equip- get the rust out of it." Erwin said. "Of
ment that saves energy and money now course. all these outside units could be
will benefit from a $1.500 tax credit full of spiders and wasps and 'dirt daubers,•
that may not be extended in the future. who knows. That's what Yve do for our
"But that only applies to certain mod
See Page 13
els.- he said. "Right now that ends Dec.
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Heating ...
From page 12
fall services; just clean them up good and make sure
they are working."
It really needs to be done early, because that allows
time to take care of any. repairs before a heating system is needed.
"They might want to look at replacing some equipment then in case they have to spend a lot of money
on it," Erwin said.
It's always best to find out about any problems
before it get too uncomfortable, according to experts
at www.serviceexperts.com Heating and cooling system filters need to be replaced about every month they
are in us. Operating on old, dirty filters means energy is wasted and your system may even be damaged.
Home aircleaners and humidifiers also need to be
checked.
If you have a forced air heating syslem check your
lumace's blower compartment and blower coils. Vacuum them if you see dirt and dust there. You should
also check fan belt tension, and lubricate fan and motor
bearings. If you have a steam system. check the shutoff valve for leaks. Bleed hot water system radiators
at least once a year. Don't keep clutter near your furnace. It's a fire hazard, and may keep your system
from operating efficiently.
Make sure you're getting the most out of your heating system by keeping heating registers and vents

throughout the house free of dust, dirt, and pet hair
by vacuuming them at least once a year, according to
the website. Listen for odd sounds when your heating
or cooling system kicks in. If you hear anything unusual, get in touch with a service professional so you can
head off problems before they become serious. In winter months, set your ceiling fan at its slowest speed
and reverse it in order to gently push warm air down
from the ceiling without generating a breeze.
Maintaining equipment is important to preventing future
problems and unwanted costs. Keep cooling and heating system at peak performance by having a contractor do annual pre-season check-ups. Contractort; get
busy once summer and winter come. so it's best to
check the cooling system in the spring and the heating system in the fall. A typical maintenance checkup should include checking thermometer settings to
ensure the heating system keeps you comfortable when
you are home and saves energy while you are away.
Tighten all electrical connections and measure voltage and current on motors. Faulty' electrical connections can cause unsafe operation of your system and
reduce the life of major components. Lubricate all
moving parts. Parts that lack lubrication cause friction in motors and increases the amount of electricity
you use.
For more information, contact your service professional.

TOM BERRY.Ledger & Trnes
Workmen with Randy Thornton Heating and Air instail
a therrnometer on a home heating system. Getting a
heating system checked and in good operating order
before winter cold sets in is encouraged by local professionals.
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Fall is good time to think about
planting trees and spring bulbs
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
As fall rolls in to Murray and Calloway'
County', there are six key things for homeowners to think about when working in the
yard, according to Randy Sanderson. manager at Rolling Hills.
First, fall is the ideal time to put new trees
and shrubs in the gmund. Sanderson said
the plants will be under less stress going
into the cold months and will need less
water. It also gives the plants several
months to get roots established before hot
and dry weather an-ives with summer.
Second, plant spring bulbs in anticipation
of when winter ends.
"October and November are the best
times to plant tulip and daffodil bulbs for
spring color.- Sanderson said. "Do not
plant too early as this might encourage
them to start groving right away but wait
until cooler weather has arrived for good.Bulbs should be planted four to five inches deep and with some fertilizer.
Third. remember that pansies can still
bloom during the start of cool weather, so
go ahead and plant them. They may look
ragged because of the freezing weather.

Sanderson said. but will bounce back in the
spring until it's time to plant summer annuals.
Fourth. be sure and fertilize cool season
lawns like Fescue and Bluegrass.
Sanderson said to consult with a local nursery or farm store for the best recommendation or to take a soil sample to the extension
office to be analyzed. He said trees and
shrubs also benefit from a fall feeding.
Fifth. Sanderson said ies very important
to keep the yard clear from fallen leaves.
"Do not allow a lot of leaves to accumulate on your lawn or it could actually
smother out the grass. Try to keep them
raked up weekly to maintain a tidy appearance and for the health of the lawn... he
said.
Finally'. fall is a good time for tree and
shrub trimming. While in spring the plants
have new gmwth buds that will be cut off
by trimming. the fall has plants in a dormant state that makes it safer to trim without causing damage.
"After trees have lost their leaves is the
best time to do any shape up or trimming.**
Sanderson said.

It

adbuilder.com
Fall is the best time to put new trees in the ground as it gives them time to establish roots before the hot and dry summer months.
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It could be time for a new roof
BY TRESA ERICKSON
For Ad Builder
When you bought your home some years
ago, you gave little thought to the roof. It
was in good condition, which the inspector
confirmed, and that was the last time you
gave it any thought until now. Time has
taken its toll on your roof, and leaks have
started to occur. You could patch it, but the
best course of action would be to get a new
roof.
Depending upon where you live and the
style of your house, your old roof could be
made of various materials. Asphalt is the
most conunon and can be found on roots all
over the country. Older. more rustic homes
may have wood shakes, while Spanish- and
Italian-style homes may have clay tiles. If
you live on the East Coast in a historic
home, your roof may be slate. lf you live in
a Victorian or contemporary-style home,
your roof may be metal. If you live on the
beach, you may have a fiber cement roof,
which can withstand the salty. air and
winds.
In the majority of ca.ses, homeowners
select the same material for their new roof
as before. That way, they can stay true to
the style of their home. Sometimes, however, it may make better sense to si.vitch mate-

rials. Although cheaper, asphalt would not
look right on a Spanish-style house with an
original tile roof. However. if you live in an
older home with a slate roof, you may want
to go for a less expensive asphalt roof,
which is lighter and easier to maintain. To
determine the route you should go, speak to
your roofer. They should be able to advise
you on the best choice of roofing material
for your area and style of home.
If you're handy. you may be able to
replace your mot. yourself. Most homeowners. however. find that it is easier to hire a
roofer. If you choose this option. make sure
you shop around. Don't select the first
roofer you speak to. Get estimates and references and check them out. Find out exactly what is included in the estimate, how
long the job will take and what you can
expect. Select a roofer with experience who
will do a quality job. Having a new roof
installed can be expensive, so make sure
you choose someone who will do it right
the first time around. You don't want to
have to pay for additional repairs.
You want your new roof to last a long
time. Select the right roofing material for
your home and the right professional for the
job.
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Photographing your home can
be smart for variety of reasons
angle instead of standing and pointing the camera up. To
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
capture the lower half of the floor, try standing up on a
Photographing your home can be important and meaning- chair to get that higher perspective.
ful on many levels. On one hand, a detailed album of posLighting is another concern for taking indoor photos. The
sessions can he turned in to an insurance company in the best light is going to come from outside. so start by workevent of a loss. On the other hand. they can serve as a ing with any windows in the room. Rooms with windows
record of how "things used to be- before a major or minor that face north or south will provide especially. good lightrenovation was made.
ing since the sun will not be directly beaming into the
One of the best parts of a do-it-yourself project is com- room. In a room with nice curtains or windows, the light
paring the final product to what you started with. Having a will accent those elements.
comprehensive set of photos can really show how much
There may not be enough light available from outside, so
was improved by adding the hardwood floms or replacing turn to lamps or other lights in the room. Fluorescent lights
the bathroom sink. To fully capture the entire project. be are handy hut will cast an artificial glow that may have to
sure to take photos before the work begins and all the way be corrected on a computer. Finally, if all else fails, tum on
through the finished product. Taking photos from the same the flash on the camera. It will probably cast shadows on
spot each time can add to the iinpact of how much work the room. so be sure and check the camera after the photo
was done.
is taken to make sure everything looks right.
Taking photos indoors can he tricky. especially in smallClose-up photos are also important to have, especially
er rooms. Many digital cameras have lenses that arc wide when using the photos as an inventory. To help avoid missenough to capture most of a room, but sometimes it is nec- ing something. work in one room at a time. Pick a starting
essary to take a few photos. When taking a photo of a room. location and work around the mom slowly, being mindful
don't just stand and hold the camera up to your face- exper- of what needs to be captured in a photograph. While workiment with angles. In a room with a nice ceiling and new
lighting installed, the better photo will come from a lower

See Page 17
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When photographing the home. a low angle can add
dramatic flair but also include elements otherwise
missed with a normal angle. such as items hanging
from the ceiling
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II Photographing home ...
stand in the street to get a picture of the
"curb appeal'. of the house. Taking this
ing on a home improvement project, close- photo in the morning or late afternoon will
up photos can serve as a reference when keep the yard from being overtaken by
items need to be removed and replaced. Use harsh shadows caused by an overhead sun.
the photo as a map of where things are sup- Walk around the house, pausing to get phoposed to go. Close-up photos can also be tos from different angles and highlighting
used to showcase the fine details of a reno- any. unique aspects of the house. Do the
vation project.
same with any outbuildings and flower
Lighting can be tricky with close-up pho- beds. Building a deck or outdoor room'?
tos too. be careful when tuming on the Don't forget to get some before and after
flash. A reflective surface will throw the photos to see how the yard space changes.
light back into the camera lens. causing
Depending on the type of camera. there
problems in the image. Experiment with may be advanced options that can result in
different angles to try and keep the light much more creative photos. Check the
from bouncing back into the lens. Many manual to see if a time-lapse rnode is availdigital cameras have a macro setting that is able. If so, the camera can be mounted on a
designed to help take close-up photos, it tripod and it will take a series of photos
sometimes is represented by a flower icon. over time and combine them into a movie.
Since the photos are capturing a moment When doing a one-day renovation project,
in time, think about putting family mem- this will show the progress over time and
bers in some of the photos. too. As children will be interesting to watch.
grow with the house they may enjoy lookWith the seemingly unlimited amount of
ing back at the "old kitchen" or before their data storage space in cameras and computplayroom was turned into a nursery for ers, it is much more realistic for homeowntheir new little sibling.
ers to be able to take and keep a large numDon't forget the outside of the house, too. ber of photos of their home Be thorough in
Wait until a time when traffic is slow and documenting the inside and out.
From page 16
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Living in small house can have
its perks if you know what to do
BY TRESA ERICKSON
For Ad Builder
You've always lived in a
sinall home and loved it.
With far less house and yard
to care for, you've had more
time to devote to other
interests. Now that you're
adding to your family, however, you're not sure if you
can continue to enjoy the
perks of small home living.
Relax. Unless your family
is growing substantially
larger, you can remain
where you are and make a
few changes to maximize
your home's potential.
Storage can be a problem
in any size of home. If your
small home iacks storage
space, consider creating
some built-ins. Built-in
bookshelves, cabinets and
seating make wonderful
additions to any home. You
just need to place them in
the best area possible and
be careful not to take up too

desk and slide it into the li‘ much floor space.
in a home lacking in ing room when needed for
square footage. multipur- extra seating. Switch out
pose is the name of the your coffee table for an
game. Make sure your ottoman. You can use it as a
rooms serve more than one footrest when watching TV
purpose. Tuck a desk in the and as extra seating when
comer of your dining room company comes over.
Select smaller equipment
and use the space to eat and
work in. Slide your upright and accessories. Trade out
piano into your entryway your bulky TV arid computand use the space as a foyer er monitor for flat-screen
and a music room. Add a models. Use hanging bedbench to your second floor side lamps rather than large
landing and use the space tableside lamps. Choose
smaller appliances for your
for reading.
same
principle kitchen. You will be amazed
The
applies to your furniture at how much more room
choices. Don't bring a piece you have just by using
into your home unless it can smaller items.
Light up the rooms in
serve more than one purpose. Consider a sleeper your home and make them
sofa for your living room. appear larger. Use a variety
You can sit on it during the of lighting sources at variday and use it for guests at ous heights around each
night. Select a comfortable room. Throw open the
chair for your desk. You can
sit in it and work at your
•See Page 18
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Doesn't take a lot to refresh old shutters
BY TRESA ERICKSON
Fcr Ad Builder
Live in an older home
with metal shutters that
have seen better days? Want
to replace the shutters but
not sure you can find new
ones in the same size?
Before you go to all of the
expense of having custom
shutters made, why not
remove the shutters and
repaint them. You just
might be able to reuse them.
Repainting metal shutters
will take some work. Here
are the supplies you will
need:
• Screwdriver
• Fine-grit sandpaper
• Scrub bnish and sponge
• Bucket of soapy water
• Garden hose
• Spray primer
• Spray paint or paint
designed for metal in the
color of your choice
• Paintbrushes
First, remove the shutters
from your house. If you are
lucky. the shutters will be

mounted to the wall with
anchor screws and all you
will need to do this is a
screwdriver.
Next, hand-sand the shutters with fine-grit sandpaper
to remove all loose paint.
Be careful not to scratch too
hard. or you could damage
the surface. When you are
finishing sanding. wash
down the shutters to remove
all of the sanding residue
and din. Spray down the
shutters with a garden hose
and let them dry.
Once the shutters are dry'.
you are ready to paint them.
Start with a coat of spray
primer. Read and follow the
manufacturer's directions
and apply the paint six to
eight inches away to prevent drips. Use horizontal
as well as vertical strokes
for even coverage. Let the
shutters dry completely
before applying the topcoat.
If spray-painting the shutters. follow the procedure
above. being careful not to

create dnps. If using traditional paint, apply the paint
in long. even strokes, again
being careful not to citate
drips. Let the paint dry and
apply a second coat if needed. You may also use a paint
sprayer to apply the paint. If
you go this route. read and
follow the manufacturer's
directions for the equipment
and wear the appropriate
protection.

Give the shutters a few
days to dry before putting
them back on the house. Be
careful not to scratch the
paint as you install the shutters.
That's all there is to it! In
just a few simple steps, you
can repaint your metal shutters and save yourself some
money in replacement
costs.

By '
Staff

II Big perks ...
From page 17
diapes during the day and let the natural light in. Bnng in
some mirrors to reflect light around each moor
Keep your color palette light. Dark colors tend to close in
the space. while lighter colors keep it bright and airy'.
Reserve darker. bolder colors for accents to add drama and
depth.
Add to your square footage with an outdoor space.
Power-wash that old patio. add some new furniture and
plants, and presto, you have extended your living area outdoors. Throw open the French doors during parties and
give guests plenty of room to mingle.
If you long to stay where you are, don't let the thought of
a larger family prevent you from doing so. Make adjustments as needed and make your home work for you.

adbuilderwm
Fall foliage is pretty but can be deadly to grass if lett
too long on the lawn. To avoid smothering the grass,
rake the lawn regularly.
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Fall could be the perfect time to paint your house

adbuilder.com

grass if left
g the grass,

tomers coming into the
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
store lately are looking to
Many homeowners are complete outdoor painting
wanting to get some fall projects before winter
painting and hoine renova- weather sets in. Free estitions completed before win- mates are provided.
ter 2010 sets in and employ"We don't charge. We just
ees of Paint Plus Flooring in feel like that is a service.**
Murray are standing by he said. "Any part of it they
with some good advice on want to do themselves can
what to do and how to do it. be deducted from the estiPaul Myhill, a spokesman mate."
for the business with more
Right now, Myhill said
than 40 years experience. people are doing a lot of
says he and the store's staff outside painting, deck conare standing by to help and struction, and renovations
have some valuable experi- to the interior of the home.
ence and insights to share.
"There is very little new
"That is probably one of house building going on
the most important things," right now so there is a lot of
Myhill said."It's got to start remodeling," Myhill said.
with good advice. Helping "It seems like they are getpeople to know in which ting a lot of outside stuff
direction to go for the prod- done, but we're also getting
ucts. Then. when we get to a lot of painting in the
the products, it's a matter of inside. Usually if they paint
what fits into their house on the inside they are wantthe best."
ing to re-lay the bathroom
Myhill said many cus- floor or this or that."

The store carries a full
line of paints. hardwoods.
ceramic tile. brushs. concrete stains; just about anything soineone looking to
paint, renovate an interior
or exterior space or other
project will need.
Two experienced decorators as well as installers are
also available to help with
deciding what to do and
what not to do.
"Any one of them will do
at least three house visits to
help you pick your color or
look at your flooring to see
what is going to work and
what is not going to work,"
Myhill said.
A lot of customers seem
to be moving from fibreglass to tile in the shower.
"That seems to be a big
move, but it's important to
installers
have
good
because it can be a nightmare and give you a lot of
problems.**

Photo provided

Paint Plus will help you decide what the perfect color for your home is.
When it comes to painting. Paint Plus offers a new
Benjamin Moore product
called "Ora."
"It is completely environmentally safe and Benjamin
Moore is the only one that
has the product out,- Myhill
said.
The cost is a litde higher,
but Myhill says it worth it.

"It's guaranteed to cover
in one coat and it dries completely." he said. It's oil
based suspended in water.
So you can turn arour.d and
it has the same reaction as
oil based and you can clean
it with harsh cleaners and it
won't break down or soften
up. You can paint over the
top of oil or latex paint and

it will bond to it."
The business offers all the
latest and popular colors for
those wanting to paint
including differing shades
of beige and chocolate
brown.
According to ezinearticles.com, fall is one of the

•See Page 20
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•Painting ...
From page 19
best times to paint because it can save you a lot of money.
Keeping heat in and cold air out is a challenge for every
homeowner. According to the U.S. Department of Energy,
small gaps in joints around windows. doors, and trim are
one of the biggest sources of heat loss. Good paint contractors include extensive caulking in their preparation process
- sealing cracks, gaps and joints. Professional caulking prevents wood rot and keeps drafts - and heat-seeking critters
- out of your home. A professional paint job with solid prep
work prevents heat loss and saves dollars.
Because most paint contractors are busiest in the Spring
and Summer, you're more likely to get a price discount on
exterior painting during the Fall. Also, due to a lighter
schedule. many contractors are able to provide better customer service and a little extra attention to your job. In
some cases. that extra attention translates into even more
cost-savings. Since the ladders are already out, good
painters will offer to clean gutters. wash windows. or perform wood replacement or repairs for a small additional
fee. All of these are usually a huge savings over hiring
another company to take a trip out and do the work. Many
homeowners worry that cold weather and painting don't
mix. But good quality paint is safe to apply down to 35
degrees throughout the entire drying and curing process.
Exterior painting during cool Fall days is comfortable for
most experienced painting contractors and allows for proper curing during the lower overnight temperatures.

TOM BERRY Ledger & Times
'Tiffany Taylor of Paint Plus in Murray shows off some of the variety of paint colors available at the Johnson
Boulevard business. Fall is a good time to get exterior painting completed as well as flooring and other indoor
and outdoor home renovation projects.
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